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Preface 

Coppice willow forestry is an agricultural production alternative on arable 
lands which have been set aside from conventional food and fodder production 
Much of the pioneer work in this field has been done in Sweden, where 
professor Gustaf Siren initiated the research in the early I 970's In I 980's the 
concept of coppice willow forestry was transferred to practice, to farms in 
southern and central Sweden_ In I 990's the husbandry with coppice willows 
has stabilized, and in the mid l 990's the setaside fields growing coppice 
willows exceed 10'000 hectares. 

In 1983 Gustaf Siren transferred the Swedish knowhow developed during 
the past 10 years, to Finland A coppice willow research and development 
programme was initiated and funded by lmatran Voima Oy, on the setaside 
fields belonging to the Koppamas Energy Park, in Inkoo, 50 km west of 
Helsinki. 

Based on a research period of 10 years, the findings in Kopparnas were 
ready to be transferred to Finnish farms . The R & D programme had met with 
its goal: to demonstrate the feasibility of the Swedish concept of coppice 
willow forestry also in Finnish farming conditions. 

This 10-year review has been written on the experiences from 1983-1993 
in the Koppamas coppice willow trials. As some coppice willow research on 
arable lands had been done between 1973-1983, and introduction, as well as a 
short description of potential species, have been included . 

In Helsinki, 13 August 1994, 

Veli Pohjonen 
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Introduction 

Origins 

The origins of coppice willow forestry in Finland can be traced back to over 
200 years. On the 7th of July in 1753 Dr. Daniel Lithander from the Academy 
ofTurku in Finland wrote: "How easily, by wisely cultivating coppice willows, 
could man obtain almost all the fuel he needs" 11 1. Lithander was the father of 
Nordic coppice willow forestry. 

Cultivation of coppice willows for energy, however, did not develop 
according to Lithander's recommendation. A new era in the energy economies 
of nations followed, as man learned to use fossil coal for his energy needs . In 
the l 800's there was no documented discussion about coppice willow hus
bandry for energy. 

It took exactly 200 years after Daniel Lithander, until 1953, before the idea 
of coppice willow forestry was reborn . Mr. R. Erik Serlachius from the Finnish 
forest industries and Dr. Risto Sarvas from the Finnish Forest Research 
Institute arranged from Denmark an impqrt of 5'000 cuttings of a Siberian 
coppice willow, Salix burjatica 'Aquatica No 56' . The cuttings were planted 
as observations plots in three experimental sites of the Finnish Forest Research 
Institute 121. 

The import of Serlachius and Sarvas, however, did not lead into systematic 
experimental plantings. It took another 20 years before the field trials started . 
The initiative came from the Department of Silviculture in the University of 
Helsinki. A baseline study into the potential of biomass willows in Finland 
was done in 1971 /3/. At the same time an important piece of information was 
received from Ontario, Canada. Zufa and Balatinecz /4/ had grown three 
euramerican poplar clones at high densities, at one year's harvesting interval . 
The best clone produced green biomass (stemwood and bark) 48 tn/ha/a. This 
corresponds to 22 tn/ha/a dry matter or 64 m3 /ha/a solid wood at basic density 
cl3Mk~m3 . . 

Based on the Finnish baseline study and on the promising results with hybrid 
poplars in Canada, the first short rotation forestry trial ( SRF) trial was estab
lished in Finland in spring 1973 . Four broad leaved species were selected for 
the trial A/nus incana (grey alder), Populus x wellsteinii (hybrid aspen), .')a/ix 
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burjatica 'Aquatica No 56' (Danish import of 1953) and Salix phylic(fo/ia 
(tea-leaved willow). Grey alder and hybrid aspen were planted as seed origi
nated seedlings, the coppice willows as clonal cuttings. The planting density 
varied from 4'400 - 1.8 million plants per hectare (from minimum planting 
distance of 7.5 x 7.5 cm to maximum distance of 150 x 150 cm). The growing 
site was a well cultivated agricultural block, typical for a setaside field in 
Northern Finland. 

The 1973 trial in Rovaniemi produced amazing results. The Siberian 
coppice willow' Aquatica No. 56' yielded by far more than the other species. 
The maximum coppice yield (stems, bark and branches, no leaves) at very high 
densities, at one year rotation time, was calculated at 17.7 tn/ha/a dry matter 
151. The growth potential of the indigenous Salix phylicifolia was 68 per cent, 
of hybrid aspen 48 per cent, and of grey alder 29 per cent of the growth potential 
of S. burjatica (Fig. 1 ). 

S. burjatica 

S. phylicifolia 

P. x wettsteinii 

A. incana 

Rovaniemi 1973 
rotation: 1 year 

relative coppice growth ___ · 

Figure 1. Relative growth potential of four selected short rotation forestry 
(SRF) tree species: Salix burjatica 'Aquatica No 56', Salix phylicifolia, 
Populus x wettsteinii and A/nus incana at one year rotation cycle. 
Rovaniemi, Northern Finland /5/ . . 

The field trial in Rovaniemi gave important information for the subsequent 
research. First of all, with suitable coppice willow species it seemed possible 
to grow also in Finland comparable coppice crops, as in Canada. Using basic 
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density 284 kg/m3 for one year old coppices /6/ the potential coppice yield 
17.7 tn/ha/a of Salix bu7atica and 12.0 tn/ha/a of Salix phyficifo/ia correspond 
to 62 m3 /ha/a and 42 m /ha/a in solid wood, respectively. The single stemmed, 
seedling originated species of hybrid aspen and grey alder yielded clearly less. 

Secondly, the higher was the planting density, the higher was the dry matter 
or solid wood yield. Super high densities are not possible with single stemmed, 
non-coppicing or poorly coppicing species, like hybrid aspen and grey alder 
It is not even technically possible to plant the seedlings at spacings dense 
enough, which are prerequisite for high yields. Moreover, with expensive, 
conventional seedlings the ordinary planting would not be economically 
feasible . 

The only means to achieve super high plant densities, say over I 00'000 
coppices per hectare, is possible by planting with cuttings, or by increasing the 
stem number with coppices originating from a stool. The crucial role of the 
interaction between cuttings and coppices in stand establishment became thus 
evident. 

Thirdly, the first trials aimed at one year rotation only. This seemed feasible 
based on Canadian results. It was believed that even if the stems of Salix 
burjatica would overwinter poorly in Northern Finland, the stools would 
probably survive under snow. In later trials /7/ this hypothesis, however, was 
discarded. Salix burjatica did not owerwinter well enough at high northern 
altitudes ofRovaniemi . 

Trials in Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding 

In 1973 the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding in Finland started a 
countrywide collection of exotic and indigenous coppice willow The first 
selection consisted of 375 clones, out of which 59 clones were planted in 1975 
on an agricultural field in Nurmijarvi, in Southern Finland (50 km north of 
Helsinki) /8/. The clones were grown over three subsequent years, 1975-1977. 
harvested and evaluated. The average annual stem volume (stems, bark and 
branches) of seven best species (best clone from each species), is presented in 
Figure 2. 

The 1975 trial of the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding confirmed the 
superiority of Salix burjatica as biomass producing coppice willow At three 
years rotation the best clone, V769 Lieto, produced on average I 5.3 tn/ha/a. 
At basic density of 345 kg/m3 for 3 ·year old stems /6/ this corresponds to 44 
m3 /ha/a. The second best S. burjatica clone, V768 Jyvaskyla, yielded 9.4 tn/ha 
(27 m3 /ha/a). The third best Siberian clone, V761 Mikkeli , yielded only 5 6 
tn/ha/a which corresponds to 16 m3 /ha/a. The clone V76 l became later famous 
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S. burjatica 

S. fragilis 

S. pentandra 

S. myrsinifolia 

S. phylicifolia 

S. cinerea 

S. schwerinii 

Nurmijarvi 1975-1977 
rotation: 3 years 

----,---,--, 
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Figure 2. Wood volume growth (stems, bark and branches) of seven 
coppice willows in the 1975 trial (1975-1977) of Foundation of Forest Tree 
Breeding. Nurmijarvi, Southern Finland /8/. 

in Sweden with identification number 77075 . This clone is believed to be not 
pure Salix burjatica, but a hybrid Salix x dasyclados 191. 

The stem-type willows Salixfragilis (crack willow) and S. pentandra (bay 
willow) produced 24 m3/ha/a, whereas the bush-type indigenous willows S 
myrsf~folia (dark-leaved willow) and S. phy/icifolia produced 17 m3 /ha/a and 
15 m /ha/a, respectively. 

There was another Siberian coppice willow in the trial, Salix schwerinii, 
clone SU8953, selected in Novosibirsk in the Soviet Union by Mr. Lauri Karki 
from the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding. This clone has later been widely 
studied in Sweden 1101 with clone identification 77077. Although promising 
and later famous in Sweden, S. schwerinii yielded poorly in this trial , only 2. 9 
tn/ha/a which equals 8 m3 /ha/a. S. schwerinii is a relatively poorly coppicing 
clone, which is susceptible to weed competition. In this trial it was also 
damaged by rabbit browsing in winter. 

There were three planting densities in the trial: 5'000, 10'000 and 20'000 
cuttings per hectare. The above mentioned results are averages for the three 
spacings. The yield was the higher, the denser was the planting For Salix 
burjatica V769 the highest yield was 19 95 tn/ha/a, i.e. 58 m

3
/ha!a 

In mid seventies the importance of clean weeding was not properly 
understood. The 1975 trial in Nurmijarvi suffered from weed competition, 
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especially from coach grass (Dymus repens) . The weed problem was most 
difficult in the plots which had been planted at sparse spacing 

The importance of early coppicing treatment, that is harvesting after the 
first year growth, was not understood either. The Nurrnijarvi trial was not 
coppiced after the first year. The yields would apparently have been still higher 
with early coppicing treatment. Also the weed problems would have been 
smaller, if more stems would have been competing with the weeds. 

Based on the results of the 1975 trial another trial was planted by the 
Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding in 1979. A new selection of 32 coppice 
willow clones was done, the clones were planted at density of 10'000 cuttings 
per hectare, grown over 5 years (1979-1983) and evaluated. The average 
annual stem volume growth (stems, bark and branches) of seven best species 
(best clone from each species), is presented in Figure 3. 

S bu~atica 

S. myrsinifolia 

S. phylicifolia 

S x rubens 

S. fragilis 

S. alba 

S. pentandra 

Nurmijarvi 1979-1983 
rotation: 5 years 

------., 
L lllllll ______ coppice growth, m3/ha/a. ___ J 

Figure 3. Wood volume growth (stems, bark and branches) of seven 
coppice willows in the 1979 trial (1979-1983) of Foundation of Forest Tree 
Breeding. N urmijarvi, Southern Finland. 

The 1979 trial further confirmed the high production potential of the 
Siberian Salix burjatica. The best clone was this time V768 Jyvaskyla, which 
produced 9.49 tn/ha/a. At basic density of 380 kg!m3 for five year old stems 
/6/, this corresponds to 25 m3 /ha/a. The other S. burjatica clone, V769 Lieto, 
that was the best in the 1975 trial, produced now 8.49 tn/ha/a (22 m3 /ha/a) 
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Two nearby clones to Salix hurjat;ca, V76 I Mikkeli and P6287 Oulu, which 
are believed to belong to the hybrid Salix x dasyclados, produced 8.23 tn/ha/a 
(22 m3 /ha/a) and 5. 92 tn/ha/a (16 m3 /ha/a), respectively. 

The most productive indigenous coppice willow was Salix myrsinifolia V75 
Mikkeli, the same clone as in the 1975 trial. It produced 7.12 tn/ha/a, 19 
m3 /ha/a. The best Salix phylicifolia clone, V766 Pieksamaki produced 5 98 
tn/ha/a (16 m3 /ha/a). On the contrary to the 1975 trial the tree-like willows 
Salix jragilis and Salix pentandra did not produce well in the 1979 trial. 

The overall growth potential at 5 years rotation in the 1979 trial was lower 
than at 3 years rotation in the 1975 trial. This, however, may be partly due to 
weather conditions. 

There was no early coppicing treatment in the 1979 trial . The willows were 
planned to let grow straight from the cuttings, and to be harvested after the 
fifth year. The coppicing from the stools, however, was surprisingly high at 
the end of the trial. Especially this was the case with the indigenous willows. 
The best two clones of S. phylicifolia had on average 12 and of S. myrsin[fo/ia 
9.5 coppices per stool, twice as many as the Siberian clones (Table I ) 

Table 1. Coppicing potential of the most productive coppice willows in the 
1979 trial (1979-1983) of Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding. Two most 
yielding clones from S. phylicifolia, S. myrsinifolia, S. x dasyc/ados and S. 
burjatica have been selected. Nurmijarvi, Southern Finland. 

's fr, .: . .. =ci. i¢i,,zat,~ .L •·•J •· -.:-~3/baia /·· •···. - ---J 
S. h licifolia V766 12 ! 16 -------- - --- ---··-+-· --·------ . 

S. h licifolia V754 12 13 
lf-'---'---'-----'---'-'-'------t--------'---------+-~ --- ·•· 

S. m rsinifolia V75 1 l 0 : 19 ,,__ _ _.__ __ ~---!--------------- - __ _j____··-···----

1 S. m rsinifolia V765 ___ __9_·---------~--- __ ..... 13 
IS. x dasyclados, V761 J _____ _ C]__ __ 1 22 

I S. x dasyclados, P6287 +---- ______ §_ t 16 
. S. burjatica, V769 i ____ .§__ _ __ -· --~-- - -- 22 

,IS. burjatica, V768 ! _5_·- --~~~-==-· ____ 25_~----~·-·--- ·---- · 

Even if there was no early coppicing treatment in the trial , there had been 
natural coppicing from the stool. Most coppicing had apparently taken place 
after the first winter, both for natural repairing of the winter damages and for 
to occupy the open space. Natural , late coppicing seems to be more vigorous 
with the ingineous clones that with the exotic clones. This partly explains the 
unexpected good coppice growth of the best indigenous willows as compared 
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to the selected exotic willows. If early coppicing treatment had been applied 
the growth difference between the exotics and the indigenous species would 
probably have been larger, although this may not be true at 5 years rotation 

The trials of 1970's of the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding resulted in 
two important findings. With short rotation, 3-5 years, it was possible to 
achieve coppice willow biomass production which is clearly higher than in 
conventional forestry. In favorable conditions in Finland it is possible with 
Norway spruce (Picea abies) and silver birch (Be tu la pendula) to achieve sol id 
wood production of over l 0 m3 /ha/a, but hardly over 20 m3 /ha/a, using rotation 
of at leat 25 years or rather 50-70 years. The growth potential of :'>'a/ix hur;atica 
is around 30-40 m3 /ha/a, and that of Salix myrsinifolia and S phylicifo/ia I 5-25 
m3/ha/a, using 3-5 years rotation . It should also be noticed, that there was no 
real growth optimization practiced in the Nurmijarvi trials, like clean weeding, 
early coppicing treatment and regular fertilization . With optimized manage
ment the biomass growth of the coppice willows would apparently have been 
still higher. 

The other finding was the relatively good biomass production of the two 
indigenous coppice willows Salix myrsinifolia and S. phylicifolia . Partly this 
was due to the good coppicing ability of the best clones of these species. It has 
been later understood how vital the coppicing ability is for the establishment 
of productive stand. The indigenous Salix myrsinifolia and S. phylic?folia have 
another advantageous trait: they are fully winterhardy. This cannot be said for 
the Siberian originated Salix burjatica, S. x dasyclados and S. viminalis (osier) 

The early interest behind the potential biomass production of coppice 
willows, in the Foundation of Forest Tree, Breeding, was not in energy but in 
acquiring more raw material for pulp industry. Especially in the beginning of 
1970s, based on rising demand for pulp and paper, it was calculated that the 
conventional supply of long rotation pulp wood would not ensure continuous 
growth of Finnish paper industries. The early studies of the l 970's revealed 
that biomass willows have a considerable yield potential if cultivated in fertile 
arable lands, and if as intensive methods are used as are standard in cultivating 
crops for food and fodder. Additional raw material for pulping would be 
possible to acquire, if setaside fields would become available for short rotation 
fibre production. 

The findings from the 1975 and 1979 trials gave strong support to continue 
research with Salix burjatica or with the nearby Salix x dasyclados. Conse
quently, a series of new trials with these species was established in 1980-1982 
in the Finnish Forest Research Institute. The new trials, however, did not 
produce as miraculous results as the baseline trials in Nurmijarvi . This was 
experienced for instance in a thoroughful clone trial which was established in 
the Energy Forest Station in Kannus. 
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A one hectare trial was planted with 6 clones of Salix hurJalica and Salix x 
dasyclados, with 4 replications on a cultivated setaside block. The clones 
rooted and grew as expected in the summer 1980. The first year crop was 
harvested for cuttings in winter 1981. 

In the first coppice year, in 198 l, the growth started in spring in a normal 
way. In July there was found a leaf rust (Melampsora epitea) attack in the stand 
It became finally so severe that late summer coppice growth was retarded . All 
six clones were as susceptible to the rust. 

The leaf rust attack was followed by reduced winter hardiness in 1982 of 
the coppices. In the following summer, 1982, the stand density was lowered 
due to dying of stools, and the 
growth vigor of the remaining 
stools was poor. Finally the whole 
trial, the largest coppice willow 
trial at that time in Finland, had to 
be abandoned. 

The first severe rust attack on 
Salix burjatica was later followed 
by other attacks in Finnish trials 
The rust outbreak in S. burjatica 
was not only a Finnish phenome
non. Melampsora rust became in 
the l 980's more and more serious 
in Sweden /l l, 12/ as well as in 
Ireland and in Britain /l 3, 14/. The 
problem of Melampsora is so fun
damental with Salix burjatica, 
that if plant breeding cannot intro
duce a rust resistant clone, this 
species might be doomed to disap
pear from the biomass willow for
estry /2/. 

Picture l. The Siberian Salix burjatica was found to be the highest yielding 
coppice willow in the trials of 1970's of the Foundation of Forest Tree 
Breeding. 
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Selection of indigenous coppice willows 

Due to the susceptibility to leaf rust of Salix hurjatica another line of coppice 
willow research was strengthend in the Finnish Forest Research Institute 
additional screening into indigenous species. This was carried out in Kannus 
Energy Forest Station. It was based on a nationwide collection in 1978-1979 
The collection was organized as a joint venture between the Finnish Forest 
Research Institute and the Finnish 4H-organization /15/. 

The collection of willow clones was organized as a competition amongst 
the 65'000 4H-members of Finland. The country was first divided into 5 
geographical zones from south to north. Inside each zone one year old willow 
coppices, as long as possible, were collected and sent into Kannus Energy 
Forest Station. 

The collected coppice willow germ plasm was evaluated a number of times 
The basic selection for 15 most promising species and clones was done in 1991 
using research results from 6 different screenings. Out of the 15 selected clones 
12 belonged to Salix myrsinifo/ia, one was Salix phylicifolia, one Salix x 
tetrapla and one unidentified /2/. 

In 1993 another screening was done based on additional 4 trials in the 
University of Joensuu. After altogether 10 screenings the list of recommend
able species and clones contains ten Salix myrsinifolia and two Salix phylici
folia clones (Table 2). 

Table 2. Recommendable list of indigeno.us clones of Salix myrsinifolia and 
Salix phylicifolia clones, based on 10 screening trials in Foundation of 
Forest Tree Breeding, Forest Research Institute and University of Joen
suu. 

~~-r-~S_._m~y_rs_in_i_fo_l_ia~-+-~--K_2_2_4_2_ ~~n~r:!LQ~ 

if-----~'-'---+-, _l_!!lyrsinifolia __ _ J~1-1~J. . . Yaasa 
,,___3_. ---+--S_. _m~rsinifo_li_a _ _ _____ E6q98. __ ___ + __ _ AnttQla ,. 

-!! 

4. S. myrsinifolia E674~m------- __ . ~~mipi __ _ 
5. S. myrsinifolia -+---J<~~-~~ __ _ . Raakkyla 
6. S. m rsinifolia 

1 
___ E6§J_L _ Kullaa 

,..__7_. ___ j,____S_. _m~yrsinifolia _ ._~ ______ f,§]72 .. _ Asikkala 

I 
8 i S. myrsinifolia ~ ___ _1;6_6_2_2 . Anttola c--9.·----r S. myrsinifolia . ; K2 l 52 ______ n .+- ___ ~arpL<t. 

1r 10. : S. myrsinifolia Y75 _____ u _ _ __ ___ }v1!kk_el_i __ _ 
i~ 11. ·--+· __ S.:Jiliyjicifol_@ ____ ____ _ _ ~§§.8) _. Juva 

~ 12. S. phylicifolia V766 .. ~~~ -~Ei~ks~~~ki 
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The screening has been based on single plant studies (height, diameter and 
coppice biomass from a stool). No stand production studies with these clones 
have been done since the 1979 trial in the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding 

Summary 

The coppice willow research in Finland was transferred from its rather 
casual and rudimentary phase of the I 970 's into a totally new level in the 
beginning of 1980's. The species selection for research and development into 
practical applications for the l 980's could be based on field experience from 
three sources: 1) first short rotation forestry trial in Rovaniemi in 1973, 2) 
selection of 1973-79 in the Foundation for Forest Tree Breeding and 3) 
selection of indigenous coppice willows 1978-79 in the Forest Research 
Institute. 

The basic foundations of short rotation forestry, especially of coppice 
willow forestry, were established already in the l 970's. The most important 
finding is related to the concept of the rotation itself It was early found out 
that with suitable cultivation methods the rotation time in tree growing can be 
reduced considerably. This is depicted in Figure 4 . If we have a target to 
produce 50 cubic meters solid wood in one hectare ( 125 m3 /ha chip wood), by 
planting single stemmed Norway spruce (Picea abies) we can do it in 24 years, 
with Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) in 20 years and with silver birch (Betula 
pendula) in 18 years . With coppice willow undergoing short rotation forestry, 
we can achieve the same target in 3 years. 

By far the most promising species found in the I 970's, was Salix hurjatica. 
It is notable that Salix viminalis was not represented in the selections of l 970's. 
Unlike in Finland the coppice willow research in Sweden concentrated from 
the beginning to study the growth characteristics and cultivation methods of 
Salix viminalis. As the potential cultivation areas are somewhat more northern 
in Finland than in Sweden, it was felt that reliance on exotic clones only in 
Finland would be on an uncertain basis. 

Based on the experiences from basket willow husbandry the winter hardi
ness of Salix viminalis was known to be poor in most parts of Finland /2/ ..)'a/ix 
viminalis is growing as ornamental, most in garden hedges in southern Finland, 
south of Salpausselka. It was known without further studies to be one of the 
most promising biomass willow for the southern coast. 
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Figure 4. The time required to produce 50 m3 /ha solid wood with single 
stemmed species of silver birch (B, Betula pendula), Scots pine (P, Pinus 
sylvestris) and Norway spruce (S, Picea, abies) /16/ as compared to short 
rotation coppice willow. 

After finding the susceptibility of Salix burjatica to Melampsora rust in the 
early 1980's a new set of trials, with more emphasis on Salix viminalis, was 
started in Finland. This happened on setaside fields in the energy park of 
Imatran Voima Oy (IYO), in Kopparnas, 50 km west of Helsinki . 
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Potential coppice willows in Finland 

Salix alba 

Salix alba L., White willow, is a tree willow, in suitable conditions a fast 
growing species. In Russia it attains height of30 meters /16/. In Europe S. alba 
is apparently the most productive tree-like woody species. Yugoslavian selec
tion Vl60 has been reported to have had a mean annual increment (MAI) of 
68.9 m3 /ha/a at age of 7 years (2 years from cuttings + 5 years from stools) 
117, 18/. 

S. alba is common in lowland regions of western and central Europe It also 
extends into western Asia and Mediterranean North Africa. It does not occur 
in Finland as indigenous species. 

S. alba is widely cultivated in temperate regions. It is tolerant of a range of 
organic and sandy soils. S. alba forests along the river Danube and its 
tributaries are an important economic timber resource in the Balkans /17/. The 
largest stands of S. alba, over 80'000 ha, are found in Romania /19/. In the 
geographical area of the old Yugoslavia there are 20'000 ha, in Hungary I 6'000 
ha and in Bulgaria 2500 ha Salix alba forests II 8/. 

S. alba has been commonly planted in Finland as ornamental. The main 
species thrives from southern coast to level of Tampere (200 km north of 
Helsinki). A selected male clones. alba' Sibirica', Silver willow, is successful! 
as garden tree up to the arctic circle. 

S. alba cultivars and clones have been tested in biomass willow trials in 
Britain, Sweden 1201 and Finland. In Finland three types of clones have been 
tested . S. alba 77803 is a fast growing clone of the 1977 selection in Sweden. 
S. alba' Sibirica' type clones have been tested earlier in Finland in the I 970's 
/21/. A hybrid Salix x rubens (= Salix alba x jragilis) has been tested by the 
Foundation for Forest Tree Breeding. It was number 8 in the 1979 trial. 

S. alba clones or its hybrids have usually not shown any superior perform
ance in Finland, with the exception of the Swedish 77803. Due to their 
relatively good winter hardiness and growth vigor they are potential candidates 
in further hybridization studies . Some of the most remarkable biomass willow 
breeding results have been achieved using S. alba as the other parent / 18/. 
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Salix burjatica 

Salix burjatica Nazarov is also known with names Salix aquatica cult. /22/ 
and Salix dasyclados Skv. II 8/. S. burjatica is a bushy willow, highly produc
tive as a biomass producer. Some of the most widely experimented biomass 
willow clones, like Salix' Aquatica No 56', belong to this species. In Sweden 
it is, besides Salix viminalis, the other biomass willow under extensive breed
ing programme /11/. The highest annual production figures in Sweden have 
been measured with this species . The annual height growth record of woody 
species in Finland: 438 cm in the first summer following coppicing, has been 
beasured with Salix burjatica. 

S. burjatica is an eastern species. Its range matches rather accurately with 
the range of S. viminalis, from Central Russia to Middle Europe. S. hurjatica 
is not indigenous in Finland or Scandinavia. As cultivated it thrives in Finland 
best in South Finland. On suitable sites it overwinters along the western coast 
up to the city of Oulu. 

Despite fundamental research with Salix hurjatica it has not yet been 
cultivated over wide areas. The total area under plantations in the world is still 
apparently under 1000 ha. As coarse-stemmed species it was never popular for 
basket industry. In biomass plantations it has suffered from occasional out
breaks of leaf rust (Melampsora epitea). S. burjatica has therefore not ad
vanced to the level where plenty of commercial cultivars occur 

The most often mentioned cultivars in Britain and Ireland are the original 
'No 56' from Denmark, and 'Korso' which is apparently the same 'No 56' 
reshipped to Britain from Korso railway s~ation in Southern Finland /9/. 

There is another set of clones of S. burjatica, the specimens of which are 
widely cultivated as coppice willows in Sweden, but most probably misnamed 
under Salix x dasyclados Wimm. The true hybrid Salix x da.')yclados is a cross 
Salix viminalis x cinerea which has been distributed as clones in West European 
basket willow husbandry. Salix burjatica and and Salix x dasyclados resemble 
each other greatly, and can accurately separated only by chromosome counts 
S. burjatica has chromosome number of 2n = 76, whereas Salix x dasyclados 
is a triploid Salix vimina/is x cinerea, with 2n = 57. Most of the Finnish clones 
at least, seem to belong to the eastern S. burjatica. 

S. burjatica is one of the basic species in biomass willow breeding also in 
Finland /23/. As advantages it has a high growth potential, good rooting ability 
as cuttings and abundant coppicing. The disadvantages are the less erect 
growth habit of the coppices and susceptibility toMelampsora rust 
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Salix fragilis 

Salix jragilis L., Crack willow, is one of the tallest tree like willows. It is 
frequently a large tree attaining a height of 20 meters and a diameter of up to 
1 meter. Salix fragilis is native of much of Europe extending in Russia as far 
east as the Altai and south to the Caucasus, also occurring in parts of South 
West Asia. S. fragilis is not indigenous in Finland, but has been cultivated as 
ornamental from southern coast to the arctic circle. 

Due to its widespread cultivation S. jragilis is distributed throughout the 
whole Europe, except for the arctic zone. It is rather undemanding to the soil 
type, and grows well both in locations with an elevated moisture content and 
in dry valleys. 

Similarly to Salix alba, several cultivars of S. fragilis have spread into 
willow husbandry. S.fragilis is believed to form several spontaneous hybrids. 
Most common are hybrids with Salix alba. 

Salix fragilis has been tested by the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding 
both in the 1975 and 1979 trials. In the 1975 trial the best clone V752 Heinola 
was number 3, in the 1979 trial number 9. In Sweden Salix fragilis has not 
shown any particular performance. Salix fragilis has an apparent value as a 
breeding parent. 

Salix myrsinifolia 

Salix myrsinifolia Salish., Dark-leaved willow, is a bushy shrub, attaining 
5 meters in height. Salix myrsinifolia is native of northern and central Europe 
and Siberia. In Finland it occurs throughout Finland. 

S. myrsinifolia has not been of particular interest as ornamental or biomass 
willow. Bean /24/ for instance states that "the species is indeed one of the 
dullest and most uninteresting of hardy shrubs, and is not worth of a place in 
the garden proper ... In the first willow screening trial for biomass production, 
of the Foundation for Forest Tree Breeding, S. myrsinifolia was, however, 
already the secondmost productive indigenous species /8/. 

S. myrsinifolia is believed to hybridize commonly in the nature. The most 
common of the hybrids is Salix x tetrapla Walker ex Sm. (Salix myrsinifolia x 
phylicifolia L.), also called Salix x majalis Wahlenb. It combines the traits of 
the parents species in so many different ways that a clear boundary between 
the hybrid forms and the parental forms is difficult to draw. Based on this, some 
botanists have considered that Salix myrsinifolia and Salix phylicifolta are not 
specially distinct from each other /24/. 
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An allied species to Salix myrsinifolia is Salix borealis (Fries) Nazarov, 
which is native of North Fennoscandia and North Russia . In Finland it occurs 
north of the arctic circle. It is often a tree, taller (up to 8 m) than S. myrsinifvlia 
124, 251. 

Salix myrsinifolia and Salix borealis are still largely unstudied species for 
willow husbandry; their untamed potential awaits for exploration . Thorough 
studies of the local populations and the intraspecific variation followed by 
planned crossings should be applied on them . 

Salix phylicifolia 

Salix phylicifo/ia L., Tea-leaved willow, is a bushy shrub, only to 3 meters 
high. Similarly to S. myrsinifolia it has not been regarded a proper biomass 
willow. In the 1975 trial of the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding /8/ S. 
phylicifolia was, however, the thirdmost productive indigenous willow after 
Salix pentandra and Salix myrsinifolia In the 1979 trial Salix myrsinifolia and 
S. phylicifolia were almost comparable. 

S. phylicifolia is native of North Europe and West Siberia. It is one of the 
most common willows in Finland. There has not been any need for commercial 
varieties so far. 

The biggest potential also for S. phylicifolia is in breeding. Its winter-har
diness and adaptability to poor conditions are traits which await for transferring 
into more productive willow hybrids. 

Salix schwerinii 

Salix schwerinii E. Wolf is a tall shrub or a small tree up to 12 meters in 
height. Salix schwerinii is a fast-growing biomass willow. It has an erect 
growing habitus, suitable for machinery harvesting. Another typical trait is its 
adaptation to continental summers. It does not endure spring and summer frosts 
1271. 

S. schwerinii is native of East Siberia, from Baikal to east up to Kamtschatka 
and Japan. In Finland it has been cultivated as two clones . The one from 
Novosibirsk (SU8955), imported by L. Karki , has been widely experimented 
in Sweden (with number 077). The other clone was imported by 0 Luukkanen 
in 1975 from the Amur river. S. schwerinii SU8955 has been used as parent in 
Finnish hybridization studies /28/. 
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Salix viminalis 

Salix viminalis L, Osier, is an erect shrub or small tree, up to 6 meters high . 
As a biomass willow S. viminalis is one of the most productive, commonly 
tested and planted together and as an alternative to Salix burjatica. 

S. viminalis is native of most of Central Europe, occurring on the banks of 
streams, rivers and lakes, on flood-plains and marshes . It is not found in the 
Mediterranean region, nor in Scandinavia. It has been so long cultivated that 
its distribution as wild plant can no longer be traced for certain . S. viminalis is 
one of the most important basket willows. It is apparently the oldest cultivated 
willow One of the seven hi ll s in the ancient Rome was named after this willow 
(Collis viminalis, hill of willows). 

S. viminalis has been collected in Finland in a number of sites . There is no 
record when and by whom the first import was undertaken. Most likely there 
have been several imports and consequently it has spread as ornamental in 
southern and western Finland. From those locations 18 basic clones were 
collected for screening trials for biomass (Table 3). It is not certain, however, 
if all the 18 clones are of different genetic origin; most probably some of them 
are renumberings. 

Table 3. Finnish collection of Salix viminalis clones /2/. 
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As Salix viminalis has been widely cultivated for basket industry in western 
Europe, a plenty of commercial varieties are known /2/. Plenty of S. viminalis 
hybrids have also been reported. Some of the hybrid names denote for the same 
crossing. It is not possible to identify from the willow literature which species 
in the crossing is male, which female . Neither is it known when the hybrid 
denotes a single clone from a unique crossing or a group of clones from similar 
crossings. Moreover, some of the numerous hybrids might be putative. Espe
cially the triple and quadruple hybrids must be questioned in the light of present 
understanding of spontaneous willow crossings /16, 29/. 

The section of Vimen under Salix vimina/is is worth of nearer consideration 
for coppice willow forestry. The section consists of a group of about 15 pure 
species in Europe, Asia and North America. In addition there is a nearby section 
Subviminales with 2 species.. 

According to Skvortsov /16/there are 9 vimina/is -type species in the 
Russian territory and one in Himalayas. As the older basket willow and newer 
coppice willow forestry has been largely developed around Salix viminalis and 
Salix burjatica, these species and all the related species are important for 
coppice willow breeding. 

The two sections Vimen and Subviminales form most probably the kernel 
of the highest production in the coppice willows. They are also advanced in 
the plant evolution. A true pioneer characteristics has evolved in them bushy 
growth habit, fast growth, abundant early seeding and vigorous coppicing. 
They also have an excellent adaptibility to .severe winters in Siberia. All these 
are positive traits which biomass willow research is looking for. 
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Kopparnas trials 1983 - 1993 

Material 

The screening of coppice willows in Koppamas experimental site (60: 10 
N, 25:30 E), in the southern coast of Finland,was started in 1983 . The basic 
research material consisted of 63 exotic willow clones from Sweden, selected 
and imported by professor Gustaf Siren. The selection was done on the basis 
of the Swedish coppice willow programme. In addition, two Finnish clones 
(Salix viminalis E7888 Somero and Salix burjatica E7899 Parainen) were 
included in the trials. The total number of coppice willow clones to be screened 
in the first trial period was 65 (Table 4). 

Nine of the Swedish clones had been earlier exported from Finland to 
Sweden. They occur thus also with Finnish clone numbers. Two clones are 
important and may cause confusion. The original Danish import Salix burjatica 
'Aquatica no 56' has been renumbered in Finland as E4856 . It occurs in 
Sweden with numbers 77056 and 88003. The original import of Salix x 
da.sycladosby EevaRelander /9/ has been denoted in Finland by V761 Mikkeli. 
It occurs in Sweden with number 77075 . More details about clone identifica
tion has been given by Pohjonen /2/. 

Most of the clones (31) were selections of Salix viminalis. There were 16 
Salix burjatica clones (some of them may 'be hybrids Salix x dasyclados) and 
6 hybrid clones of Salix x smithiana (Salix caprea x viminalis) There was one 
import of Swedish Salix pentandra (81095) which in this case is regarded 
exotic. 

There was another import of Swedish coppice willow clones in 1992 . This 
import also was organized by G. Siren. The clones were of second generation 
selection, mostly from planned hybridization programme. Most of the new 
clones had already a variety name (Table5). The number of new clones was 
seven. They were tested together with three clones from the first import, 
namely with vim 78183, vim 78021 and vim 78112. This group of altogether 
ten clones was also distributed in 1992 to farm trials in a few Finnish farms. 

The cuttings were planted in a row experiment with 2 replications in 1983 
Each row with one clone was 50 meters long and had 100 plants. All the rows 
were cut back in the spring 1984. Both of the replications were followed as 
coppices over 1984-1986 (Row Series Ia) One of the replications was rehar
vested in spring 1987. The unharvested replication was followed over one 
more year and evaluated as Row Series lb (1984-1987). The harvested repli
cation was followed as coppices over 1987-1989 (Series II) 
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Table 4. Species and clones in the Kopparnas coppice willow trial. Key: 
bur for Salix burjatica, das for S. x dasyclados, sch for S. schwernii, vim 
for S. viminalis, und for S. x undulata, smi for S. x smithiana, fra for S. 
fragilis, rub for S. x rubens, alb for S. alba, sal for Salix sp., pen for S. 
pentandra, tri for S. triandra. 
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Table 5. Salix viminalis clones imported to Kopparnas trials in 1992. 
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The replication that was still growing, was harvested in the spring 1988 and 
followed over 1988-89 (Row Series III). There were 33 clones followed in the 
Row Series Ia, 18 clones in the Row Series lb, 20 clones in the Row Series II 
and 13 clones in the Row Series III. The row trial was finally finished after the 
growing season 1989. 

In addition to the row trial, a plot trial with 24 clones (plot size 7.5 x 7 5 
m) was established in 1984. It was cut back in the spring 1985, and again in 
the spring 1986 due to heavy browsing by voles and moose . The time of 
harvesting was calculated at spring 1986. The plots were followed as coppices 
over 1986-89 as Plot Series IVb. The plots were followed two more years and 
the next evaluation was done in 1991 as Plot Series IVc_ Half of the plot trial 
1984 was cut back in spring 1992 and followed for two more years ( 1992-1993) 
as Plot Series IVd. 

Another plot trial with larger plots (plot size 15 x 15 m), with I 0 clones, 
was established in 1986. It was cut back in the spring 1987, and followed as 
coppices over 1988-89 (Plot Series Va) Half of the 1986 plots were let to grow 
without harvesting to 1991 (Plot Series Vb) and further to 1993 (Plot series 
Ve). The other half was recut in 1991 and followed for only one year (Plot 
Series Vd). 

In 1991 a new set of coppice willow trials was established . A selection from 
the older clone introduction was made consisting of the following 6 clones. 
vim 78183, vim E7888, vim 78021, bur 81090, bur 7707 5 and alb 77803 . They 
were planted as plots of 13 x 13 meters, harvested in the spring 1992 and 
followed for two years ( 1992-93) as coppices (Plot Series VI) . 

Another selection was made in 1991 with the following 5 clones vim 79046, 
vim 78198, vim 78118, vim 79004 and bur E7899. They were also planted as 
plots of 13 x 13 meters, harvested in the spring 1992 and followed for two 
years (1992-1993) as coppices (Plot Series VII) . 
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In 1991 also a spacing trial was established with the clones Salix viminalis 
E7888 and Salix bwjatica 77075. The spacing treatments for both clones were 
10'000, 15 '000 and 20'000 cuttings per hectare. Also this trial was planted as 
plots of 13 x 13 meters, harvested in the spring 1992 and followed for two 
years (1992-93) as coppices (Plot Series VIII). 

In 1992 a Salix viminalis clone trial of a combination of old and new 
selections, was established. Two successful clones from the original selection 
of 1983 were included, namely vim 78183 and vim E7888. The new Swedish 
clones were the 1992 imported ones (see Table 5). The plot size was 13 x I 3 
meters, replicated 4 times. The plots were harvested in the spring I 993 and 
followed over the growing season 1993 (Plot Series IX). 

In all trials (except the spacing trial) the Swedish spacing arrangement /3 l/ 
was used (twin rows, 130 cm+ 70 cm, stocking of20'000 cuttings per hectare) 
Summary on the Kopparnas trial is presented in Table 6. 

Table 6. Experimental arrangements in the coppice willow trials of Kop
parnas in 1983-1993. 
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First phase 1983-1986 

The first phase of the Koppamas trials, 1983-1986, consisted of a row trial 
(Row Series Ia) planted in 1983 and a plot trial planted in 1984 (Plot Series 
IVa). Both of them were harvested after the first growing season to allow for 
the necessary coppicing. The row trial was evaluated three times ( 1984, 1985 , 
1986) and the plot trial once ( 1986 ). 

Already the first measurement in 1984 of the Row Series Ia showed 
promising results . The mean annual growth of all the 33 clones was 31 .9 
m3 /ha/a. The highest yielding species was Salix hurjatica, clone 78 I 96 (Table 
7). 

Table 7. Top ten list in 1984 of the coppice willows in the Row Series la in 
Kopparnas trials. 1-year stems, 2-year roots. Abbreviations: bur for 
burjatica, vim for viminalis, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.284 tn/m3
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The yield in Table 7 (and in the tables thereafter) denotes the standing woody 
dry biomass at the time of measurement. The standing woody biomass includes 
the stems, the bark and the branches but no leaves . The biomass was estimated 
based on the relationship between the stem diameter at constant level (for 
instance at 30 cm or at 110 cm level) and the corresponding individual stem 
dry biomass . The yield has been expressed in all tables as dry biomass tonnes 
per hectare. 
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The dry biomass of the stand was converted into solid wood volume, into 
cubic meters, using factors of Hytbnen and Ferm (284, 320, 345, 360, 380, 
380, 380 and 380 kg/m 3 for stands of I to 8 years in age, respectively /6/) The 
growth in the Table 6 (and in the tables thereafter) denotes the mean annual 
increment (MAI) in wood volume, when the stand age has been counted from 
the time of the previous harvest (i_e_ coppicing)_ For the first year coppice the 
yield and the growth are the same; in the table they are with different units _ 

The average dry woody biomass yield of all the clones (trial mean) in the 
Row Series I, after the first growing season (which in this case is the same as 
the mean annual growth) was 9.06 tn/ha. The best clone, Salix burjatica 78196 
surpassed the average clearly; it yielded 17.1 tn/ha. The best Salix viminalis 
clone was vim 78101, famous for its good productivity in Sweden. It yielded 
16.7 tn/ha. The Finnish reference clone S. viminalis E7888 Somero was 
number 13, with dry woody biomass yield of 10.8 tn/ha. The original Danish 
import Salix' Aquatica No 56' was number 19 with a yield of 9.8 tn/ha, which 
is only about half of yield of the number ones_ burjatica 78196. 

In the next measurement of the Row Series Ia, in 1985, the coppices were 
two years old (with 3-year roots). The order of the top ten clones had changed 
a little. Now the highest yielding species was Salix alba, clone 77803 (Table 
8). 

Table 8. Top ten list of the coppice willows in the Row Series la in 
Kopparnas in 1985. 2-year stems, 3-year roots. Abbreviations: alb for 
alba, bur for burjatica, vim for viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.320 

3 . 
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.-/•.· u- ····· €1.o~e .•--••-••••·•--·•-••·-•·· -Yield tntb;4~~~(;;;;th j;.3/hal;~] 
1 Ii 

If--- alb 77803 _±7--1 ____ ~- 74.1 
!~---'-------+-------'-bu-'-r_8_10_9_0_--+- 46-.:3 _________ ~ __ 72 3 ji 
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11 3 vim 78183 I 44 ._2_ ___ J ___ __ 10.2 :1 
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~ 4 bur 78196 ---+-----3_8.S __ _____ _ t____ _ 60 2 
~ 5 bur 78044 ; _1~ __ 5 ____ -~--- - 60 .2 
I~--~ vim 78021 ____ -J-_ _____ )_5 ~~ -------- - l 55_9 
ii 7 vim78101 ___ ]15 ____ _ _ ~ -- 53_9 
ii 8 I vim 78198 34_3 53 _6 
11 9 I · 18013 --r----; -1--5---- - ' 49~ --I I vim -----+ _:______ -' . _ ,_ 
1·1· 10 I vim 78118 30.9 483 
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The mean woody biomass yield after two years from coppicing was 27 .2 
tn/ha . As per annual gr9wth in dry matter it corresponds to 13 6 tn/ha/a, in 
wood volume to 42.5 mj /ha/a. The mean annual growth since the first coppice 
year had increased by about !Om3 /ha/a Clones with mean annual growth of 
below average in 1985, were for instance vim E7888 (3 7.5 m3/ha/a), bur 77075 
(34.2 m3 /ha/a) and bur E4856 (34.5 m3 /ha/a). 

The order of the clones had changed between the first and the second 
measurement For instance Salix alba 77803 was number three in 1984 and 
number one in 1985. S. viminalis 78183 was number seven in 1984 and number 
three in 1985. Partly the changes in the order reflect the real growth differences 
between the clones, but partly the differences belong to normal experimental 
variation. In a row trial without proper replications such a phenomenon cannot 
be eliminated. Of more importance than the change in order is the occurrence 
of a certain clone continuously on a top ten list in a number of trials. It is an 
indication of stabile, above average growth and and of good crop certainty /32/. 

In the third measurement of the Row Series I, in 1986, the order of the clones 
had again changed. Now the highest yielding species was Salix viminalis, clone 
78101 (Table 9). 

Table 9. Top ten list in 1986 of the coppice willows in the Row Series la in 
Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 4-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for viminalis, 
bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m3

. 
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The mean woody biomass yield 42_9 tn/ha equals to mean annual biomass 
growth of 14_ 9 tn/ha/a, in wood volume to 41.4 m3/ha/a _ The Finnish reference 
clone vim E7888 Somero was also above trial mean, with mean growth 42 5 
m3 /ha/a_ Below average clones were for instance bur 77075 ( 40 9 m3 /ha/a), 
bur E4856 (37.8 m3 /ha/a) and vim 77683 (37.3 m3 /ha/a) 

A row trial is an effective way to find out the growth differences between 
the clones. The interpretation of the results from row trials, however, poses 
problems. If a fast-growing clone has a slow-growing clone as its neighbor, 
the better clone gets additional space and advantage from the neigboring row 
This effect is to certain extent beneficial in the clones elimination trial, since 
it boosts the growth differences between the rows. The growth differences are, 
however, affected by the position of a certain clone compared to the positions 
of well or poorly growing clones in the trial. Without replications the position 
effect cannot be eliminated. 

The growth and yield figures as scaled to per hectare basis are affected by 
the situation of a particular clone row. The growth figures of the best clones 
become overestimates, and the growth figures for the worst clones become 
underestimates. Only the figures of the trial mean for the growth and yield of 
the whole row trial, are unbiased. The growth and yield results of the clones 
in row trials should therefore always be observed with reference to the trial 
mean. As such the growth and yield mean in the row trial is as reliable as the 
means in the plot trials. 

Based on the first trial in Koppamas, the Row Series Ia ( 1983-1986 ), a 
preliminary picture was possible to be formed about suitability of coppice 
willows for the climatic and agricultural . conditions in Southern Finland. It 
seemed worthwhile to introduce exotic clones from the Swedish coppice 
willow programme. Their relatively higher growth potential as compared to 
the best Finnish Saltx viminalis and S. burjatica clones, seemed inevitable 
This is depicted in Figure 5. 

It is not fully fair to express the growth potential of the best clones from 
row trials as absolute figures, as per m3 /ha/a basis, due to the border effect 
Therefore the growth potential of the top clones in Figure 5 has been expressed 
as relative values. They have been calculated as per cent values by denoting 
the mean annual growth of vim E7888 Somero with 100 and relating the other 
growth figures to that 

Based on the Row Series Ia two Salix viminalis and two Salix hur;atlca would 
have been recommended for further studeis. The growth potential of the best 
Swedish clone, vim 78101, was 173 percent of the reference clone vim E7888 
Somero_ The other recommendable clone would have been vim 78198 with 
relative growth potential of 166 per cent In the same relative scale vim 78183 
(popular in Sweden) had a relative growth potential of 135 per cent 
and bur 77056 (the original Danish 056) 123 per cent 
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Kopparnas 1983-1986, Row Series la 
3-year stems, 4-year roots 

vim78101 

vim 78198 

bur 81090 

bur78044 

vim E7888 

, - ----------- - -· - ·-- - . -

L mt Relative coppice growth 

26 

Figures. Relative growth potential in 1986 of four best introduced coppice 
willow clones, with reference to the Finnish Salix viminalis E7888 Somero. 
Mean annual growth, 42.5 m3 /ha/a of vim E7888, has been denoted with 
100. Row Series Ia. Kopparnas. 

The first trial in Koppamas gave also indication of the optimum rotation 
cycle. At one year rotation the trial mean annual growth was 31.9 m3/ha/a, at 
two years rotation 42.5 m3/ha/a and at three years rotation 414 m3/ha/a . This 
indicates that ifthe stand establishment has been successful, and full coverage 
has been early achieved, the optimum rotation cycle may be short, even 2-3 
years. 

The growth and yield of the coppice willows was remarkably good in the 
Row Series Ia of 1984-1986. Partly this was due to the trial layout, which gives 
advantage to high yielding clones. But this advantage should not affect the trial 
mean. The trial mean should represent realistic growth estimate also from a 
row trial, provided the trial has been established as even and as large enough 
block 

In order to verify the measured and estimated yield figures to harvestable 
yield, part of the Row Series I (one replication) was harvested in the spring 
1987. The harvesting was done with circular saw Therefore the clones were 
not possible to separate from each other. Instead, the harvested crop was 
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measured as a whole. The measurement was done by weighing the harvested 
coppices with a tractor wagon scale. After determining the dry matter content 
of the coppices, the standing harvestable woody biomass yield at three years 
of age was determined at 39 tn/ha (3y). It equals to annual growth in dry 
biomass of 13 tn/ha/a, or 38 m3/ha/a. This compares relativel y well with the 
calculated yield of 42.9 tn/ha (3y), or mean growth of 414 m3/ha/a See Table 
9. 

The harvestable yield in the spring 1987 was 91 per cent of the calculated 
yield in the autumn 1986. The harvested yield consisted of both stems and 
branches. In a fully stocked, coppice willow stand the bulk of the biomass is 
concentrated in the stems. It may be estimated that the stem biomass from the 
stool to the tip of the leading shoot, makes up to 90 percent of the woody 
biomass yield . A conservative estimate of the harvestable stem wood mean 
annual growth in the Row Series Ia is therefore at about 35m3/ha/a 

The plot trial established in 1984 was evaluated as Plot Series IVa for the 
first time in 1986. The coppices had been cut back both in the 1985 and 1986 
because of the heavy browsing damage by voles and moose. Therefore the 
coppices in 1986 were only one year old (with 3-year roots) The mean coppice 
yield of 24 clones, after the first growing season, was 4.6 tn/ha (the mean 
annual growth 4.6 tn/ha/a) which in wood volume corresponds to 163 m3 /ha/a 
(Table 10). 

Table 10. Top ten list in 1986 of the coppice willows in the Plot Series I Va 
in Kopparnas. I-year stems, 3-year ro~ts. Abbreviations: vim for vimi
nalis, smi for Salix x smithiana (S. caprea x viminalis). Basic density of 

3 stems 0.284 tn/m . 

~ 1 vim 79026 +--- _ -~_:£ . ___ . 1 28 .9 f 
2 vim 80072 1 6.0 ; 21.1 ii 

''-------+---------+----~-· ---·------ - -- -+- -- •! 

3 vim E7888 J _ j_.7__ _ __ __ i-- 20.0 .... :: 
4 vim 79036 i 5.6 1 19.7 I' 

If-------+---------+------------·-- ~- --- - r 

5 vim 77683 l 5 5 _1 __ 
ii-----6---+----vi-m- 80_0_5_1_--t!-------5--5····--
1f--------+---- --- ---+-r--- - -----···· · ---- --· - ·· r· --· ·· 

l,___7 ___ ...__s_m_i_7_76_8_l _ _j__ _____ _jj__ _ ; _ 

IC8 , vim 78091 
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All five best clones belong to Salix viminalis. Below average clones in the 
Plot Series I Va were for instance clones bur 77075 ( 144 m3 /ha/a), vim 78021 
(12.7 m3/ha/a) and vim E7901 Tammisaari (9 .9 m3/ha/a) The coppice growth 
of the best Salix burjatica, clone 78044, was 16.5 m3/ha/a . 

There was also one hybrid clone, Salix x smithiana (S. caprea x v1minalis) 
in the top ten list, as number seven with wood volume growth of 194 m3/ha/a. 
A lot of expextations has been laid on this particular hybrid, because it should 
combine the erect stem form and good frost hardiness of Salix caprea with the 
high growth vigor, good rooting ability as cuttings and abundant coppicing of 
Salix viminalis. In general these expectation have not been met with, neither 
in Finland nor in Sweden. Salix x smithiana did not yield particularly well in 
the later measurements of the Plot Series IV either. 

The mean growth potential in the Plot Series IYa, 16.3 m3/ha/a, measured 
as first year coppice, was lower than in the corresponding year ( 1985) of the 
Row Series Ia, 42.5 m3/ha/a This was even if the overall tending of the trials 
was good . Weeding was well taken care of, and in general the silviculture and 
management followed the Swedish practices and standards /31 /. A possible 
reason for the poorer growth, was the browsing damages mentioned above. 
The field block reserved for Plot Series IV was also in poorer cultivation state 
than the field block reserved for Row Series I. 

The early coppice growth potential of the best five clones in the Plot Series 
IVa is depicted in Figure 6 

Kopparnas 1984-1986, Plot Series IVa 
1-year stems, 3-year roots 

vim 79026 

vim 80072 

vim E7888 

vim 79036 

vim 77683 

~ _____ Coppice growth m3/ha/a _ _; 

Figure 6. Growth potential in 1986 of five best coppice willow clones. Plot 
Series IVa. Kopparnas. 
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The first phase of the Koppamas trials took place under favorable climatic 
conditions. There were no heavy winters during the period . The establishment 
of the trials was successful. The trials were cleanweeded, fertilized , and 
managed with high standards . According to the experience from Sweden, the 
stems were cut back after the summer of rooting, to allow for abundant 
coppicing. Consequently, the response of the growth was spectaculous. 

As a whole the first coppice willow clone elimination triaL the Row Series 
Ia was no doubt the fastest growing forest in the l 980 's in Finland . The 
calculated growth of the best coppice willows, as well as the truly harvested 
woody biomass, 38 m3 /ha/a, surpasses for instance the only comparable 
previous reference: the trials of the Foundation of Forest Tree Breeding of 
Nurmijarvi 1973-75 and Nurmijarvi 1979-83 . The rotation in the Row Series 
Ia was short, only three years . The current annual growth (CAI) was high from 
the very beginning. 

In many respects the Row Series Ia made true the growth expectations of 
coppice willow forestry in Finland, the expectations of which had been raised 
by the pilot trials in the l 970's. Comparable growth results had been measured 
in Sweden. Already the first trial in Kopparnas showed that similar results, 
with the same coppice willows, and with the same management, is possible to 
achieve also in Finland. In this respect the clone introduction of Swedish 
coppice willows and the Swedish coppice willow husbandry by professor 
Gustaf Siren in 1983, was successful. 

Already the first clone elimination trial in Koppamas showed that there are 
considerable growth differences between yarious coppice willow clones, even 
inside the same species. High number of clones to be screened (65 in the 
beginning in Kopparnas trials) was necessary to start with . One of the targets 
of the trials was to reduce the high number of clones, by suitable elimination 
procedure to some 5-10 recommendable clones for practical applications. 

In the light of a wide range of originally introduced species and clones 
(altogether 65 clones) it is rather surprising how Salix viminalis and Salix 
burjatica surpassed the other introduced species and hybrids . The first list of 
possibly recommendable clones would include seven Salix viminalis clones 
and two Salix burjatica clones (from Figures 5 and 6) . 

Three of the Salix viminalis clones are worth of an additional remark . S 
viminalis 77683 is one of the best in the early selection in Sweden . It has been 
widely experimented in the coppice willow programme of the Agricultural 
University in Uppsala. In 1990's it has, however, disappeared from the list of 
recommendable clones /33 /. ,C.,' . viminalis 7810 l has been favored in Sweden 
in the practical farming applications. In the spring 1994 it still had a high 
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ranking on the 1ist of recommendable clones /33/. S. viminalis E7888 Somero 
is the best clone found in the 1970's and 1980's in Finland . It was selected in 
1980 by Mr. Esa Heino from the Kannus Energy Forest Station Somero is a 
small town 150 km north-east from Helsinki. The clone grew in agarden hedge 

The best Salix burjatica clone 81090, in the first phase 1983-86 of the 
Koppamas trials, often denoted with the old number 8100, has been selected 
in Sweden. In 1994 it is one of the two recommandable Salix hurjatica clones 
for Sweden /33/. There was also a number of Finnish selections of Salix 
burjatica clones in the original selection of 65 clones. The Finnish clones did 
not perform particulary well in the period 1984-86. The original Danish 
selection Salix burjatica 'Aquatica No 56' occurred only once on the top list 
(Table 9, with Swedish number 77056). 

The six hybrids Salix x smithiana (S. caprea x viminalis) were all disap
pointments. The hypothesis of their abundant coppicing ability and high 
growth rate did not become true . Still more disappointing were the clones of 
Salix schwerinii. This species is known for its phenomenal height growth. The 
height growth of coppice willows, however, is an illusion of biomass produc
tion, if it is not complemented by high number of coppices.per stool. They are 
the coppices which make the coppice willows productive, not the lonesome 
long stems, like with Salix schwerinii. 

The highly successful Row Series Ia is partly explained by dutyful weeding. 
This was not the case in the Nurmijarvi trials, for instance. The kernel of the 
short rotation forest management is in the combination of abundant coppicing 
and suppressing the growth of weeds . The importance of weeding, either with 
chemical or mechanical means (Picture 2} cannot be underestimated during 
the year of establishment and the during the early growing period following 
harvesting. 

Picture 2. Dutyful weeding is a prerequisite for high growth and yield in 
coppice willow forestry. 
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After the first phase in the Kopparnas trials, after full period of the Row 
Series la and the early grovvth in Plot Series IVa, recommendable clones for 
further studies would have been : vim 7810 I, vim 78198, vim 79026 and bur 
78044 . The screening, however, continued also with all the other clones over 
the second phase, 1987-1989. 

Second phase, 1987-1989 

The second phase of the Kopparnas trials is natural to start from the growing 
season 1987. It was preceded by an exceptionally cold winter in 1986-1987 
In January-February 1987 there was a prolonged period of about 3 weeks with 
temperatures under -20 degrees Celsius. The heavy winter and the low tem
peratures had a strong effect on the coppice willows . The overwintering of the 
standing stems was endangered with the most susceptible clones. Partly the 
low temperatures had impact also on stools. 

Three important trials had been established in Koppamas before the critical 
winter: Row Series I (in 1983), Plot Series IV (in 1984) and Plot Series V (in 
1986). There were stems and stools of varying ages when the frost attacked 
Therefore, a rather manysided picture about the impact of winter frost could 
be formed. 

Table 11. Top ten list in 1987 of the coppice willows in the Row Series I b 
in Kopparnas. 4-year stems, 5-year roots. Abbreviations: bur for burja
tica, vim for viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.365 tn/m 3
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There was experience about the frost damage on fast growing coppice 
willows from the more northern Kannus Energy Forest Station, where low 
winter temperatures had been frequent, as observed on the southern coast in 
1986-87. It was to be expected that especially Salix viminalis can suffer badly 
Salix burjatica was known to endure better the low winter temperatures 
However, the previous experience in Finland was limited in rather few clones. 

In the Row Series I, in the replication which had been let to grow in the 
summer following the heavy frost , now with designation Row Series lb , the 
order of the clones (Table 11) had changed considerably, as compared to the 
top ten list from the autumn 1986 (Table 9) . 

Eight of the 10 best clones in 1987 belong to Salix burjatica, whereas in the 
1986 top ten list there were only four of them. The most high-yielding clone 
was bur 81090, which was number three in the previous year. Best Sa!tx 
viminalis clone was vim 78183 followed by vim 78118. Their production was 
still reasonable, about 40 m3 /ha/a, even if the effect of heavy winter is included 
The number one clone from the 1986 list, vim 7810 I, had di ssappeared from 
the 1987 list. This, however, is not because it did not survive over the winter, 
but because it happened to belong to the replication which was harvested in 
the spring 1987. 

Kopparnas 1983-1987, Row Series lb 
4-year stems, 5-year roots 

bur 81090 

bur 78196 

bur 77056 

bur 78044 

vim E7888 

r--·--------------- -- - ~- --- · ·· 

~I ___ Im_ _ Relative coppice growth _ ____ ' 

Figure 7. Relative growth potential in 1987 of four best introduced coppice 
willow clones, with reference to the Finnish Salix vimina/is E7888 Somero. 
Mean annual growth, 33.1 m3/ha/a of vim E7888, had been denoted with 
100. Row Series lb, Kopparnas. 
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The mean yield of woody biomass at end of the fourth year from coppicing, 
was 61.8 tn/ha. It equals to mean annual growth of 15 .5 tn/ha/a, in wood 
volume to 42 .3 m3 /ha/a. The mean annual growth of 1987 had not decreased 
from the 1986 figure (414 m3/ha/a) This is due to the good survival of ,\'a!tx 
burjatica clones, part! y due to the fact that damaged stems are sti 11 part of the 
harvestable biomass yield even if frozen and dead. 

The survival of Salix burjatica is depicted in the list of best five from the 
Row Series lb in 1987 (Figure 7). 

A more interesting clone list than the one for the cumulative yield in 1987 
is the list of clones with fast recovery from the heavy winter (Table 12) The 
relative rate of fast recovery was calculated from the differences in yield 
increments between the biomass yield in 1987 and 1986 . The difference for 
the reference clone vim E7888 was 11.3 m3/ha It was denoted by I 00 . The 
yield differences of the other clones were compared to the reference . The 
recovery of 1987, of the first growing season after the harvesting can be 
characterized as fast recovery as additional recovery from the survived stands 
can be expected during later growing seasons. 

The best survivor of the Salix viminalis clones was vim 78183 which in the 
same scale got value 135 . 

Table 12. Relative fast recovery in 1987 of ten best clones as compared to 
the reference clone vim E7888 Somero. Biomass yield increment from 
1986 to 1987 of vim E7888 (5.67 tn/ha) has been denoted with 100. 
Abbreviations: bur for burjatica, sal for Salix sp. (unidentified), vim for 
viminalis. Row series lb, Kopparnas. 
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Salix burjatica showed much better fast recovery than Salix viminalis. The 
position of the clone row in relation to the neighbors disturbs also the list of 
the fast recoverers. The dominance of Salix burjatica clones, however, is clear 
The recommendable S. burjatica clone 81090, from the pre-frost phase of the 
Koppamas trials, was number two in the list of recoverers. 

For Salix viminalis the only clone with relatively high fast recovery, was 
vim 78118 . A better rate of recovery than with vim E7888 was found with 
clones vim 78112 (206 points) and vim 78183 (139 points) . 

There was one unidentified Salix clone, sal 78022 in the list of fast 
recoverers . In the later bl one screenings in Koppamas it did not, however, show 
any particular perfomance. The clones vim 78101, vim 78021 , vim 78683 and 
bur 77075 were not included in the test of fast recovery (in the Row Series lb) 

The Row Series II is a continuation of Row Series Ia. The 3-year stems had 
been harvested in spring 1987, apparently as badly frozen in previous January. 
It was believed, however, that the stools would coppice normally . Best of them 
did, but the trial mean growth was lower than expected (Table 13). 

Table 13. Top ten list in 1987 of the coppice willows in the Row Series II 
in Kopparnas. 1-year stems, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for vimi
nalis, bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.284 tn/m3 

The trial mean yield was 5.5 tn/ha, which corresponds to mean annual growth 
of 19.3 m3 /ha/a (in dry biomass growth 5.5 tn/ha/a) Seven best clones 
belonged to Salix viminalis. This is an indication of the fact that Salix viminalis 
can recover from heavy winter, if the stems are harvested in spring. Above 
average clones were vim 78198, vim 78112, vim 78183 and vim E7888, the 
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rating of which as potential recommendable coppice willows was thus 
strengthened. 

Below average clone was for instance vim 78021 ( 14.4 m3!ha!a) ,)'a/ix 

schwerinii 77077 was a disappointment: its the dry biomass yield could not 
even be measured in the first coppicing year. 

The trial mean woody biomass growth ( 19.3 m3 Iha/a) was clearly less than 
the corresponding 1984 growth in the Row Series Ia (31 .9 m3 /ha/a) . This is an 
apparent indication of the fact that the heavy winter 1986-87 had still an impact 
on the subsequent growth. 

In 1988 the coppices in the Row Series II were two years old . The mean 
woody biomass yield was 15 .0 tn/ha/a, which corresponds to 7.5 tn/ha/a, in 
wood volume to 23.5 m3/ha/a (Table 14). 

Table 14. Top ten list in 1988 of the coppice willows in the Row Series II 
in Kopparnas. 2-year stems, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for l 1imi
nalis, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.320 tn/m3
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vim 7 8118 : 1 9. 6 3 0 6 4 · ---- ·- -+----- --- --·- -·-- ·1--·--·-·- - - - - ·-·- -· 

l--~---+---a=l~b_7_78_0_3_ ! ·~~ : ~ ~- ___ ~~.~ 
vim 79050 ----r-··- ---· 

I 
vim 78195 
vim 79004 

-- - ~I 

i~ 

'~'---.~~~~~~----+-:~~~~~-=--~-___,:~-==---i-;~~ =~~:~-- ~-;~ 
9 _ ___ _ 17.9 ___ -~----- 27 .5 i' 

I vim 78102 I 
J__ 

i 
11----------l o,-,-,....--i-----,--,--,~,.,,.--,..-..,.,-~c--,-,,-.~~16_. , ]___ ~ ---·· -·-~-9.:_L. _ _______ __J 

Tti~J ij)¢.J(rf L zij tJ~h¢s /: ..•. . . . lS.O ; . • . 23.5 ' 
vim 78198 

Salix viminalis dominated on the list of 1988 . The first S h11r1a1ica, bur 
79054, was number 14. It should, however, be noticed that the reference clones 
bur 77075, and bur E4856, for instance, were not included any more in the Plot 
series II. 

In 1988 the top Salix viminalis clones were vim 78183 , vim 78112 and 
E7888. Salix viminalis 78021 was an average clone (23.4 m

3
!ha/a) in this trial 

Salix schwerinii 77077 grew again poorly. It was the last, number 20, on the 
list, with mean annual growth of 6.6 m3 /ha/a 
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As compared to the mean annual growth 42 5 m3/ha/a of two year old stems 
in the Row Series Ia, the corresponding Row Series II was still poorer 23.5 
m3/ha/a. The yield increment from 1987 to 1988 (2nd year coppices) was 9 5 
tn/ha, less than expected, which also indicates that the stools are still suffering 
of the 1986-87 frost damage 

In 1989 the coppices were 3 ~ears old. The mean annual growth was still 
increasing, as it was now 36.3 m /ha/a. In dry weight it equals to I 2.5 tn/ha/a 
(Table 15). 

Table 15. Top ten in t 989 list of the coppice willows in the Row Series II 
in Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 7-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for vimi
nalis. Basic density of 5tems 0.345 tn/m3

· 

11 · :&ti x I : clnri.~ H < Hl 'i'i~ldtri!h~(3tl H I • Growth ·~j/ba/a ·:·:i 
l 1 vim 78198 r 62.4 : _ _§Q._3 _ ________ J: 
2 vim 78021 52.3 1 50.5 !i 

If------=---+---~"'-'--"--'-'=-=----+-----=--=------~--+-----· -- - ·- - - -~- - -.-; 

3 vim78183 I 51.2 +-· -- 495 
j 4 vim 79050 1 50.2 ___ __ ,__ _ _ 48 5 
!;~.._ ___ - _-_ -5 -~-====v=-im_E_7-88-8~ ___ ._L _____ --'_4--'-<?_~. ~~-- ' 44. 6 

'I ~ :~: ;~~~~ I :~-:~----r---- -- ~;-~t--~~- ~--=-~: 
I 8 vim78013 I 43.4 ----:---- 419 : 
L_ 9 1 vim 78118 43.3 ___ [--4 -1. -8 _-.-_- --:i 

'II 10 i vim 78195 i '4 I .4 ; 40 O !i 

I wH.ll1mtaa J, .Zot•hnts > r I rn.. 37~s ·· ·· ·-- '-. --1-. ·· - · ---· ·35J-----1~ 

It seems that the best clones had fully recovered from the heavy winter 
1986-87 by 1989, after three growing seasons. The mean annual growth of the 
3-rear old stems, 36.3 m3/ha/a of Row Series II, is quite comparable to 41 4 
m /ha/a in Row Series Ia. From year 1988 to 1989 (3rd year coppice) the yield 
increment in Row Series II was 22.5 tn/ha. 

The best long term recoverers were vim 78198, vim 78021 and vim 78183 
One reason for their good recovery is the phenomenal coppicing. The clone 
78183, for instance, had in 1989 on average 18.6 stems per stool, whereas the 
Salix burjatica clone 79054 had on! y 7. 7 stems per stool. 

Another example of the importance of coppicing is Salix schwerinii 77077, 
famous for its phenomenal height growth. In I 989 it had only 2.6 stems per 
stool. Therefore the yield, 13. 9 tn/ha at three years of age, and the mean annual 
growth 13.4 m3/ha/a, were rather dissappointing . 
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The relative coppice growth of the five best clones from the Row Series 
II is presented in Figure 7. 

Kopparnas 1987-1989, Row Series II 
3-year stems, 7-year roots 

vim 78198 

vim 78021 

vim 78183 

vim 79050 

vim E7888 

~ _______ Relative coppice growth 

Figure 7. Relative growth potential in 1989 of five best coppice willow 
clones with reference to the Finnish Salix viminalis E7888 Somero. Mean 
annual growth, 44.6 m3 /ha/a of vim E7888, has been denoted with 100. 
Row Series II, Kopparnas. 

The Plot Series III had been cut back in spring 1988. The clones had 
therefore experienced the heavy winter 1986-87 both as stems and stools . The 
stems had grown over the first growing season of recovery 1987, and then cut 
back. During the growing season of 1987 the well survived clones took a 
growth advantage as compared to the poorly survived clones. This effect was 
carried over to the next season. As might be expected the well survived Salix 
burjatica clones still occur in the top ten list of one year old coppices of 1988 
(Table 16.) 
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Table 16. Top ten list in 1988 of the coppice willows in the Row Series Ill 
in Kopparnas. 1-year stems, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: bur for burja
tica, vim for viminalis, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.284 tn/m3

. 

,........ Nii >! • c1~tie < l ¥ie1ti•tn/hafl.Yl l · Gr~~,;?!h~f~- -~ 
I ! bur 78044 1 15 .8 ---~-- 55 6 " 

1

1 2 vim78021 l 15 .0 ~ ___ __ _?1_8 ____ _ 

r 
__ 3 __ -+--_b_u_r_7_8 _l 9_6_---+-j ___ 1_4_. 3 ___ --+-_ _____ _j_Q_,_:L _______ _ 

4 vim E7888 I 9.5 33.5 t>--- ----+-------------t-- -----·----.-----· 

/~-- - 5 vim 79046 
1 

_-2:1______ ______ 32. 7 
I~ 6 bur E4856 i 8.4 ____________ _ 29.6 

II 87 vim 77082 ! 7 6 r - . -- 26.8 - -11 
. bur 81090 i 7.2 · 25.4 . 
I 9 vim 78003 j ______ .§2 ___ _ ~ - .. -· - -2i6 ______ -- -i: 

/ T.n~;~,~-. du > ·· :
1

;J.~~~ .... •.+.±·-··· ··•·· ········••-- ~i~ .• -~~I~---· .. · ·····i_!~i:·····------~ _J 

The dry biomass yield of 6.8 tn/ha corresponds to the same growth per 
annum, in wood volume to 24. l m3/ha/a . This is less than the first year growth 
of Row Series I~ 31.9 m

3
/ha/a, but more than the first year growth of Row 

Series II, 19.3 m /ha/a. 
Salix bur{atica was the best, as expected. The best clone, bur 78044 grew 

even 55.6 m /ha/a. There were also two other Salix burjatica clones, bur 78196 
and bur E4856, on the top ten list. 

The best Salix viminalis clone was vim 78021 , with comparable growth 
(52.8 m3 /ha/a) to number one Salix burjatica. A below average clone was for 
instance Salix schwerinii 77077: it grew so poorely that the yield could not be 
determined in the first vear. Clones vim 78 I 83. vim 78112 and vim E7888 
Somero, were not included in the Row Series Ill. 

In 1989 the dominance of Salix viminalis clones again took over (Table 17) 
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Table 17. Top ten list of the coppice willows in the Row Series 111 in 
Kopparnas in 1989. 2-year stems, 7-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.320 tn/m3

. 

. . . J 

vim 78021 54.9 85.8 . 
----r--- ------·------·-·- --··-1' 

vim E7888 51.3 80 .2 
--+--- ·- - - ----· 

vim 79046 37.2 58 I ---1- --

lf------4 __ --+-_v_i_m_ 78_0--"1_3_---1----"'3--'4-'-'. 8'------- ___ 54-'-4 ___ _ 
5 vim 77082 33.1 . 51.7 . - - - - - - ------- - -- -- -T -- -- -- - - --- - -- ~ 1 

6 alb 77803 32.3 i 50.5 ii 
If-------+---------+-----'-"-'-'----- - -:--- - - -·--·-·-·- ------1: 

7 vim 78003 24.9 1 38.9 1
• 

lf-----'----+---'-"'""'---'---'c..:...=.-.---J.----=~----+ - - ··- - ·- ·-- ·- - . - · . - -- 1: 
8 vim 79050 21.5 · 33.6 · 

lf-------+-----~----+----=::....::....:.=--------t---------- - ------------ 11 

,.__ __ 9 __ --l-__ v_i_m_78_0-'-'9-'l'--~----='-'--'-=----~-----lJ-'-4-- . __ ~; 
10 ==~~~~-~~---~~' ----~1~------·~-- ~ 

':lfri~1 m.~3A . ;ti.6_,,. __ , _ _ji 

The growing season of 1989, the second from the heavy winter 1986-1987, 
seemed to be the season of full recovery. The mean woody biomass yield was 
raised to level of 26.6 tn/ha. It corresponds to woody biomass growth of 13.3 
tn/ha/a, or in wood volume 41.6 m3/ha!a. The mean annual growth is, at the 
same I eve!, as in the corresponding season 198 5 of the previous rota ti on (I 3. 6 
tn/ha/a or 42.5 m3/ha/a). · 

The recovery from the heavy winter was a phenomenon of Saltx vimina/is, 
especially. This is depicted also in the figure of top five from the Row Series 
III in 1989 (Figure 8). 

Phenomenal coppice growth in Row Series III was measured in 1989. This 
was also the case with the Row Series II (Table 15). It should again be 
remembered that in the row trial the growth of the best clones may have been 
boosted by an advantage taken from poor neighbors. But again, the trial mean 
is a fact, that cannot be surpassed. Growing season of 1989 was a favorable 
one, and the coppice willows in the Row Series II and III grew well. They 
seemed to have fully recovered from the heavy winter 1986-87 
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Kopparnas 1987-1989, Row Series Ill 
2-year stems, 7-year roots 

vim 78021 

vim E7888 

vim 79046 

vim 78013 

vim 78003 

----·------ ----~ ------ -

Relative coppice growth . . .. , 

40 

Figure 8. Relative growth potential in 1989 of five best coppice willow 
clones with reference to the Finnish Salix viminalis E7888 Somero. Mean 
annual growth, 80.2 m3 /ha/a of vim E7888, has been denoted with 100. 
Row Series Ill, Kopparnas. · 

Plot series IVb is a continuation to Plot Series IVa with the winter 1986-87 
as the divide. In the heavy winter 1986-87 the roots of Plot Series IV were 
three years old, that is, the stand establishment had been finished The stems 
had been cut twice, in 1984 and 1985 . They were one year old when the frost 
stroke. The yield data of 1987 thus combines the effect of frost and the recovery 
in the following growing season. As might be expected, Salix burjatica had 
recovered best (Table 18). 

As a whole the Plot Series IVb grew poorly in 1987. The mean woody 
biomass yield had dropped from 4.6 tn/ha in 1896 to 3.7 tn/ha in 1987. This 
was apparently due to combined effect offrost damage and browsing by moose 
in winter. The mean annual growth of the two year old stand was al so poor 
1.9 tn/ha/a, or in wood volume 5.8 m3 /ha/a . The mean annual growth of the 
best clone bur 77075 was, however, reasonable: 17.2 m

3
/ha/a 
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Table 18. Top ten list of the coppice willows in the Plot Series I Vb in 
Kopparnas in 1987. 2-year stems, 4-year roots. Abbreviations: bur for 
burjatica, vim for viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.320 tn/m3

• 

5.3 
5.8 

Similarly to Row Series II in 1987 (Table 12) the Plot Series IVb gives 
possibility to study the fast recovery of the coppice willow from the heavy 
frost. 

Table 19. Relative fast recovery in 1987 of ten best clones as compared to 
the ref ere nee clone vim E7888 Somero. Kopparnas row trial of 1984. 
Biomass yield increment from 1986 to 1987 of vim E7888 (0.3 tn/ha) has 
been denoted by 100. Abbreviations: bur for burjatica, vim for vi min a/is. 
Plot series IVb, Kopparnas. 

Ii"-=~= ~~~== ""'~=':''' ~'""=''''c""',::.'c"'"}'',"·'.'/'='"''"'''=':::.'-"l'':::ii':"· '-"····=·'· '--'o::..C.., ~>=, :&::::.:·· • '·=el=a=fi=v=~·....::,r=ec=o:..;v=e-=-· ,,_· ~---~1 
-· _ __ _ j_ _____ __ 2JOO 

vim 77081 -------'-~ _______ j_ ___________ __ __ J _l9_1_ 

vim 78195 

L vim E7888 
bur 79097 
vim 78183 

I 300 
If-----------+-----------·------ --- --

, I 100 d- -------

--+----------- - J9_Q 
0 

'i - - I, 
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Salix burjatica 77075 recovered best from the heavy winter The biomass 
in the plot (of 7.5 x 7.5 meters) increased with 6.9 tn/ha. The biomass of Salix 
viminalis 78183 remained the same from 1986 to 1987, at 4.8 tn/ha. All other 
18 clones in Plot Series IVb showed yield decrease. 

One year later, in 1988, Salix burjatica 77075 was still the best in the Plot 
Series IVb. The other S. burjatica clone 76097 was number 3 (Table 20) 

Table 20. Top ten list in 1988 of the coppice willows in the Plot Series I Vb 
in Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 5-years roots. Abbreviations: bur for bur:ja
tica, vim for viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m 3

. 

------ - ----- - - - .:;:....;;:;..:·~ 

• Cldft~ /: Ya~ldtnth~ _· 3 · .. •<·.• Growth m· /ha/a 1i 
l!"'=='-"'=-"'-===¥==~~~~~.:c..:=µ=~~~~c=-<.LL...:~~~:..=.~-"-=~"--i; 

bur 77075 31 .2 30.1 __ ~i 

2 vim 78195 20.0 19.3 
If--- ----+---- - - ----·----- -- -- : - -·--

3 bur 79097 18.2 
t>--------+---- -

. 17.6 
+--· ·- ·. - -- --- -· 

4 vim 78183 16.6 16.0 
tr------+------- - -1------------ -------- ---·-- · . ---

5 vim 79036 16.5 I 5.9 ----··-·---t- --- - · - ·-··- - ·- - - ·--· -
6 vim E7888 15 .2 : _____ _ J_1_:l ______ _ 
7 vim E7901 __ l __ __ l_?_j)_ ____ 14.5 
8 vim 80072 ! 13.8 13.3 

-------~-----· -· · -- - - ------ -

9 vim 78112 13.3 _____ 
1
__ _L2 ,9 _ ;; 

10 vim 80073 13 .1 12_7. ______ _j, 
tta;.1.n1.rt. •.• :. :,: ·24a~Ati k .. c ·. i.z~a /········· · lZ•±-~ __ J 

The recovery of the clones in the second growing season after the frost, had 
progressed moderately. There had been a mean yield increment of 9.1 tn/ha 
(3rd year coppices) since the previous year. The mean annual ~owth (MAI), 
however, was still low 4.3 tn/ha/a, in wood volume 12.4 m /ha/a. Below 
average clones were for instance bur 78044 (I 0. 7 m3/ha/a), vim 78021 (9. 9 
m3/ha/a) and vim 77683 (9.7 m3fl1a!a) . 

In 1989 the Plot Series IVb had been grown three years after the heavy 
winter 1896-87. Salix burjatica 77075 was still the best (Table 21) 
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Table 21. Top ten list in 1989 of the coppice willow clones in the Plot Series 
IVb in Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: bur for 
burjatica, vim for viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.365 tn/m 3

. 

22.5 
20.4 ------·----- i· 
20 0 

The recovery continued in 1989. There was a yield increment of 6.5 tn/ha 
from the previous year The mean annual growth (MAI) was still at a rather 
low level, 4.8 tn/ha/a in wood volume, 13.2 m3 /ha/a. Below average clones 
were for instance vim 78195 (11.6 m3 /ha/a), 'vim 77683 (11.2 m3/ha/a) and bur 
78044 (I 0.1 m3 /ha/a). 

After the growing season 1989 a mid term evaluation on Plot Series !Yb 
was done. Top five clones from the Plot Series IYb are presented in Figure 8. 
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Kopparnas 1984-1989, Plot Series IVb 
4-year stems, 6-year roots 

bur 77075 

vim E7888 

vim 78112 

bur79097 

vim 78101 
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Figure 8. Growth potential in 1989 of five best coppice willow clones from 
Plot Series IVb. Kopparnas. 

Recovery of the best clones in Plot Series IVb is remarkable. It should be 
noted that the results are not a Row but from a Plot trial. Even if the plot size 
is rather small , 7,5 x 7,5 meters, the results indicate that the growth level could 
be near to stand growth as the plots were next to each other. 

It is also remarkable that the productive clone vim 78101 showed a good 
recovery in the Plot Series IVb . After bad frost damage it was finally number 
five in the list of recommendable clones from the Plot Series IVb. This again 
is an evidence on the importance of abundant coppicing in willow husbandry. 

The Plot Series Va was planted in 1986. According to the trial schedule it 
was cut back in the spring 1987. The Plot Series Va was first evaluated in 1988 
at the stem age of two years (Table 22). 
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Table 22. Top ten list in 1988 of the coppice willow clones in the Plot Series 
Va in Kopparnas. 2-year stems, 3-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica and alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.320 
tn/m3

. 

The mean yield of 6.5 tn/ha corresponds to mean annual growth of 3.3 
tn/ha/a, or in wood volume 10.2 m3 /ha/a. The growth is rather poor, as 
compared to the previous trials. Salix viminalis clones dominated in 1988 . 

The Plot Series V planted in 1986 contains only I 0 clones . They were 
selected after the growing season 1985 based on the availability of cuttings in 
the spring 1986: Unfortunately, vim E7888 Somero could not be included in 
this trial as a reference. 

In 1989 the stems in the Plot Series Va were three years old . Salix viminalis 
clones had recovered well as they dominated still more clearly (Table 23) 
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Table 23. Top ten list in 1989 of the coppice willows in the Plot Series Va 
in Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 4-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for vimi
nalis, alb for alba, bur for burjatica. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m3 

... ............ . .... ' ' .. 

ii"====c.+·•=> =/"'--'T "'--'>=c=1=·()=fie=<=+=<_>...:< +> =fr=Yi=•~=ld=· ··· . ··•=tti=lh=a=>=3"-'. • ···..L.· . .:.....+--'-----=m=-:./h=· =a/=a __ J
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vim78021 49.0 473 !: 
---------~- ---- - - lj 

,,__ ___ -+-_ _ v_im_ E_7901 __ 43 .~ ----- -~ _____ ___ 12_A ·· - _ j1 

3 vim78183 36.1 · 34.9 
ir-------+-- ---- - - 1-----------·- - ---- -···-T-· - . 

4 vim 77683 35.3 _;._ __ 34 .1 
5 alb 77803 30.1 . 

lt--- ---+-- ---- - --1----------- ·--- - ··-1 ··- 29.1 
ll---- 6 __ +--_v_im_ 7_9_02_6 _ _j ____ 1 .1'-i_- ____ . _ '.. . 23 . 7 

7 vim 77801 1 19.9 ! 19.2 
tr-------+--------1--------·--~, ---- - -- - ------------- ·-- --)r 

8 vim 78195 16.9 16.J 
9 bur 81090 i 12.8 12.4 

tr--------+--~--------- ...,._ _ _ ____ ___ _ 

~··~~tt1 : . ~ij~aij~~: .< < .J .. >· ? > :1~/. · ·1. .... ;,~9 ·------j: ~ - - -- -.:_~,,.,~----:--- --,-._ · _, 

The mean yield of 27.8 tn/ha corresponds to 9.3 tn/ha/a, or in wood volume 
26.9 m3 /ha/a. The best three Salix viminalis clones had mean annual growth 
of 41.5 m3 /ha/a, which is comparable to for instance the Row Series Ia in 
1984-86: The growth results from the Plot Series Va, are from plots of 15 x 15 
meters. Therefore, there is not such a border effect present which may have 
affected the Row Series results. 

The top five list from the Plot Series Va is presented in Figure 9. 
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Kopparnas 1986-1989, Plot Series Va 
3-year stems, 4-year roots 
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Figure 9. Growth potential in 1989 of five best coppice willow clones in 
Plot Series Va. Kopparnas. 

As can be observed especially from the second phase in the Koppamas 
trials, the order of potentially recommendable clones varied considerably from 
trial to trial, from year to year and from row trials to plot trials. It is complicated 
to define the priority Ii st just based on a particular trial. Therefore, an approach 
of crop certainty was used instead . 

The concept of crop certainty is based on a thinking of a commercial farmer 
It is not of utmost importance that a particular species, variety or clone has the 
highest possible growth rate. Instead, such a species, variety or clone is 
preferable, which gives stabile yields from year to year, which is unsensitive 
to bad weather conditions. In other words, such a species, variety of clone has 
a high crop certainty. 
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Table 24. Priority list of 30 best exotics based on ratings each year for 
Kopparnas (1984-1989). Points have been calculated based on 15 end-of
season measurements in the 5 different trials series. 

r H { < ~6 t( l i. ~~~:=/is l <J:~:~:~ r Ai'~~s .. _I.~~~J>o;-;-~-~J 
~ 

~-?3-_ I S. viminalis I E7888 Somero 67 
~ S. viminalis +- 78021 -+- ___ Q] L _ 61 

11
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The first list of crop certainty was estimated in 1989 in the following way 
Based on each year measurements a priority list was prepared for the clones . 
In the measurement of each year and each series in growth, ten best clones 
were determ~ned based on their average biomass production . The best clone 
was given I 0 points, the second best 9 points etc. There were altogether 15 
determinations in the five different growing series. The points were summed 
over the years 1984-89. Altogether 39 clones of the original 65 clones received 
points in this calculation (Table 24). 

The priority list is a reflection of the crop certainty of coppice willows in 
Koppamas trial 1983-1989. Three Salix viminalis clones vim 78183, vim 
E7888 Somero and vim 78021 are on top of the list They have also been 
recommended for practical coppice willow forestry in Finland /2/. 

The recommended Salix vimina/is clones are typically abundantly coppic
ing species. The importance of coppicing in the clones selection cannot 
therefore be underestimated (Picture 3). 

Picture 3. Abundant coppicing is necessary for high yielding coppice 
willows. The prefereble clone should shoot erect stems from the stump, 
like Salix viminalis 78183 (the specimen in the right). 
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Third phase 1990-1993 

The coppice willow research in the third phase of the Koppamas trials 
involved 9 plot series. Three of them (Plot Series IVc, Plot Series Vb and Plot 
Series Ve) had experienced the heavy winter of l 986-87as stems. The roots of 
coppice willows in two series: Plot Series IVd and Plot Series Yd had been 
grown over the heavy winter, but their stems had been grown afterword . Three 
of the series (Plot Series VI, VII and VIII) were planted in 1991 , and the 
remaining (Plot Series IX) in 1992. 

Plot Series IVc is a continuation of Plot Series IVb . The willows had grown 
two more years since the previous measurement (Table 21 ). At the age of 6 
years Salix viminalis clones dominated (Table 25). 

Table 25. Top ten list in 1991 at the coppice willows in the Plot Series IVc 
in Kopparnas. 6-year stems, 8-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for l'imi
nalis, bur for burjatica. Basic density of stems 0.380 tn/m 3 

ii- 3 vim 78195 38 .7 

II 4 vim 78101 38.4 
r _ 5 _ _ -+--_ _ v_im_7_9_0_36_._-+--___ 3_8. l -----t- ----

17 0 
16.8 
16 7 - ----- . ---

16.3 1~---~---+-__ v_im_ 7_81_8_3 __ --+-___ 3.]J ___ __ _ 
1
, 7 bur 78044 J ______ 32.3 14 2 
r-------+---

1 8 vim 77683 27 .3 12 .0 
Ii-----=-----+----''-'-'--'---'-----~------'----+---··---·------------ . 

9 vim 78091 ___ 2_~2 _____ ____ , 10.9 
i 

1 o <··•:~~¢~~~~ . ··•• < 22_ •. ·.14.· ..•• ·.L _. _._~_- _ .. -_-_ ._· -_-_ -_ .. r---·-___ 1Lo1-.• "s?_-·-----· .. ·- ·--: . .-
·_.·_m_··_- _r_ .• _ .... m_···.•· .··.··-.1 ... ·.•·-•1n.··-.··-.·.·· ••.bi.···.>.··.n.··.··.··.·• .•··.• " . . . .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ="=---==- ----·-·=--=:..=-.--:-
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There had still been some yield increment (7 7 tn/ha) in two years. The 
mean annual growth (MAI) shows, however, already a declining trend . At the 
age of6 years it was 4 .5 tn/ha/a, or l 18m3/ha/a Based on this observation the 
rotation time of six years is too long in short rotation coppice willow forestry 

There was another measurement for longer rotations, Series Yb (Table 26 .) 
The number of clones had been reduced to five Even if the number of clones 
is small the results are of interest, because based on the earlier results, the 
remaining clones should be among the best ones. 

Table 26. Yield and growth in 1991 of the coppice willow in the Plot Series 
Vb in Kopparnas. 5-year sterns, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.380 tn/m3

. 

IF22E~:::::::ZWG:::::::ZSE.~E::::.::22z::+c •• 2 •.•••••. 2'Y~Je~Jd~··· ··!!t0~/h~····~· ._($~) · ··· .. ~· ···• q~;~t_~~~~&-;;;---: 
i1--------+-__ v_im_ 7_78_0_1 _ _ ___,r-___ -71l _____ . ! 11 .7 

I! 2
3 
+ vimE7901 21 .5 - ~ - · 11 .3 

I bur 81090 1 210 111 1-- -------+-----------!--- -- ----·---

4 alb 77803 i 16.9 8 9 11--- ----+----- ----+------ - ---+--··-------·-···----·--· 

5 vim 78195 4 .7 
--- ---- I· 

.. 9.5 i: _____ ____ __:____ ___ __ ___ ~ __ ) 

There had been browsing damage in the Plot Series Yb . Consequently, the 
standing biomass had already dropped from the values 2 years earlier. The 
results of this series are therefore only indicative. 

The Plot Series IV was measured once more in 1993, as Plot Series !Yd 
(Table 27) The measurement included 18 plots which had been coppiced three 
years earlier. The mean biomass yield was rather poor, only 11 .9 tn/ha at the 
age of three years. It equals to mean annual growth of 4 .0 tn/ha/a, in wood 

3 volume 11 .5 m /ha/a. 
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Table 27. Top ten list in 1993 of the coppice willows in the Plot Series IVd 
in Kopparnas. 3-year stems, 10-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for vimi
nalis, bur for burjatica. Basic density of stems 0.380 tn/m3 

l~~'--'-=~~'-"=~===-'-""-'-'-'-"<=====-'="=-'-l---'---'---=:::__:__==---1 

:
'· Nb < etBh~ ·.y.•••······· ¥i~ldtrtiha • 3v rn · .. •· .· ·· ·· m3/ha/a 1: 

l _ _ j _ __"'.'_i!!l_ 80049 _______ ~ - ------ J _6:__'2_ -- -- _J - J 6 3 
2 i vim 78183 ' _ _Ll_Q______ _ __ 14 .5 

14.4 3 vim 77801 L 14.~-------- ~ __ _ 
4 vim78112 I __ _1±1__ __ ___ _ ; _____ __ 14 .2 
5 vim80051 1 14.5 14 0 I ----- - - - 1 ·--

13.8 

- ~ 

' 

__ 9 _____ 1 __ vi_m_7_9036 _j__ __ ___ 11J _ _ : 
7 I _v_im_ 8_0_0--'-7=2--+1-----=1:__.c4_:._. l=-----~-- __ _J_]~--- _ --1. 

8 vim 78021 14.0 1 13 .5 :. 
1>-------+----- -----'l----"--'---t------·--·----·11 

9 __ +--_vi_m_7_8l0_1 ____ ~ _____ _LL_~ : 13 .1 : 

rr=--_1_0_-..+m,.........,..=b=u=r 7_8_0_44 __ j.-· ___ 1_2._4 __ --+------·l'.LQ.,_~ .. ·- -·---~ 
'fria1 meaii r > is tfoh~< • · :tt.9 · · · · 1 Ls · 

~=--~-·- -----==-:=-·.,..-=- :-.:.· -.--. ..,c.·--=~-- =-.-.,.-00--' 

The Plot Series IVd suffered from old winter damages, as well as from 
browsing by moose. Many of the stools had died, which made the stand 
sparsely stocked. Sparse stocking had been followed by invasion of weeds, 
especially perennial grasses, which further had lowered the production. 

The same phenomenon took place in the Plot Series Ye It was measured 
at the stem age of seven years (Table 28.) 

Table 28. Yield and growth in 1993 of the coppice willow in the Plot Series 
Ve in Kopparnas. 7-year stems, 8-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.380 tn/m

3 

I fr Nti ?< • . cltiri.t y Y'iMd tnt.h~J·r •. < ) Growth ~m31.ha!a --~ : 
1

1

r-- 1 vim 77801 I _ 49.4 _ _ --+---- ___ 18 .6 
~ ~ ! vim E7901 I . 44.0 

1 
16 5 

1~ ___ 
4 
___ --!--- bur 81090 ---~---- --- ____ J _:L.O _______ __] . 12 .8 

I I alb 77803 24.4 --------1--- - - -· rn9J_ - -

l· .. ·_-. m._·_ •• · .• _ ........ _·_ . .__••.·.·•_.•_· · ... _•._•_._•-1·_-•. ·.5···.· m•_•_·_·_·· .• ·e··_·.·. a· ·.·.·.·n·_'.•. __ · •. ~.·1·· •.•. ·••·· .• _··.·-.·_· ••• -. ·.·.·.··.·_._· ".iT }~ 1.?5 . . · . '!! . 18.3 T ___ ____ 9- ~9- ---- --- -··J:·"'·"" J_ .•. _ .. _/_.$clorles > • 34;0 , 12;8 ~~~~~~~======~-~=-===-==~=-=~l-.c~-----· ··- -----·. 
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There was some yield increment in the Plot Series Ve since the previous 
measurement, Plot Series Yd (Table 26). The mean annual growth was, 
however, rather low: 4.9 tn/ha/a, in wood volume 12.8 m3/ha/a 

Part of the Plot series V had been cut down in the spring 1991 and followed 
over one year only, as Plot Series Yd (Table 29). The best Salix vimina/is clones 
showed still moderate coppicing. The best was vim 78021 with mean annual 
growth of 4.9 tn/ha/a, in wood volume 17.4 m3 /ha/a 

Table 29. Yield and growth in 1991 of the coppice willow in the Plot Series 
Vd in Kopparnas. 1-year stems, 6-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica. Basic density of stems 0.284 tn/m3 

The four last trials (Plot Series VI , VII, VIII and IX) resemble each other 
They are still young, measured only once. All the trials have been affected by 
weeds. The management standard for all of them has been much lower than 
for the trial in the second phase, and especially in the first phase. Consequently 
the yield and growth in the newer trials have been disappointing As demon
strative, these new trials, however, are of utmost importance. They demonstrate 
the need of intensive management in coppice willow forestry. 

The results of the Plot Series VI, VII, VIII and IX are presented in Tables 
30-33. 
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Table 30. Yield and growth in 1993 of the coppice willow in the Plot Series 
VI in Kopparnas. 2-year stems, 3-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m3 

il----'-'-'-'-"-'="--"-"-'-"-"'l==-"-"'-···"--'c=/1=ri=n=e'-"· ·-""···~· -""._. ""-'->=¥=ie=··•·1=d=t=n_•·=1h=a'-'-"=2_y-- - -G-_ ~~~!h_1D3tb_!l/it _ i 
1 vim 78183 13 _ 9 1 21. 7 

11 

-------r - -- --- - _j_ - - - - ! ___ ] ___ -+-' _ vim E7888 --t_ ______ l 2_j)___ _ _ 18 .8 
3 i bur 81090 1 8 .3 13 0 11 

l>-----4--+---b-u-r -77_0_7_5 _ __,_ ____ 7 .-6--- --t-- -- --- i] ~g- -- ------i: 
11------'---l----~----'--=----+---_;_:,-=--~~---+-- -----·- - - - -· - -----

5 vim 78021 110 
II----"- ------ - --· -·-

6 alb 77803 

Table 31. Yield and growth in 1993 of the coppice willow in the Plot Series 
VII in Kopparnas. 2-year stems, 3-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis, bur for burjatica, alb for alba. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m3 

Ii<•.·· :' >N6< < le•·.·.... cttiit~ ) ···>+ ¥ietatlillla£2Y) .LG!'9_~(11_-~_~(h~;_] 
I l 1 78198 11.s -+-- -- __ _1_~ . o _____ -i 

8.8 ' 13.7 
----------

Vim I 

I 2 vim 79046 

! 
8.5 13 3 

I~~ , vim 79004 -+----~(,~() =~~- ---- 10.7 

bwt1~lllieali h < ~~~~~~
9 

<I •· ·· · ---....... ~~-·-•·-·· --~ r ----- -___ :~~'° · - --~ -~~j· 

3 vim 78118 
- -- ---+---·-·---· - -· 

I I 
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Table 32. Yield and growth in 1993 of the coppice willow spacing in the 
Plot Series VIII in Kopparnas. 2-year stems, 3-year roots. Abbreviations: 
vim for viminalis, bur for burjatica. Basic density of stems 0.345 tn/m3 

• (jijij~( t > :Yitid.trtlhit • 2v ••••·••-• Growth m3/ba/~_j 
1 vim 10000 1_7_2 ___ _____ J__ 20.2 ·• 

2 vim 15000 12.8 : 20.0 
,,___ 3- --+---__yLf!!_2000Q_ ____ L. ____ 12_ 1 ___ _- -T--- .. -· -18j-

4 bur 10000 11 . l i I 7.4 - - - - ----- -t----- -· ---- ----· 

.. ! 

5 bur 15000 7.0 : 11.0 
- - ------- ---- -- ·t-· --- -- . 

6 4 .5 ! 7 
lb====t"'7=73~~~=7'-:-+- --~--=····-· - .. - . --~-------- -t -----·· · ·-

· yifu. ifi~~ti . . ............... •. ·-• 12~6 ·· I 19,7 

Jiut:m~~n > · <·-•<•·•·>.·•••·-·-) 1,.6 .. i1.s 
---==------ = ~-.-:.-=--:---=- -...... =,., ..... ....,,.-=-=-=...:.' 

Table 33. Yield and growth in 1993 of the coppice willows in the Plot Series 
IX in Kopparnas. I-year stems, 2-year roots. Abbreviations: vim for 
viminalis. Basic density of stems 0.320 tn/m3

. 

J< •.<· CIQri~ i +i \:. l:He1d•tlilb.'!tl.t1>· Grow~1L~l!!~bt _ 
vim 78183 9.7 ------1---- - _ _L~) __ ._ ... _ ! 
vim Anki 4.6 ; 7.1 

-+ -
,,__ _ __ 3 __ -+-___ v_i_m_E_7_888 ____ _____ J. 5 j 

I 
4 vim Hanna 3.4 - --- - - -------- -- ---- ·- --,- -

r------ ~-- -· -- ---- ~f: -b~~~:f -- i-· ~ . ~ I 
- --- ----·- - - - · t- ·· 

5.5 
SJ 
4.6 

4.5 

Finally, all the measurement, year by year, Row Series by Row Series, Plot 
Series by Plot Series, were combined in a 10-year species and clones recom 
mendation table (Table 34.) The priority list has been calculated based on 
estimated crop certainty, similarly as for the intermediate recommendation in 
1989 (Table 24 ). 
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Table 34. Priority list of 30 best exotics based on ratings each year for 
Kopparnas (1984-1993). Points have been calculated based on 28 end-of
season measurements in the 16 different trials. 

1··.·.·. :.::::-::.: .: ::.::· .::·.· .. ·.-:.· .. :-:-:..-: .. ·.·: . . :: . .... : ... . ::-::.:-:-:-:-. .: .. -:: .. ·.:.-.: --------------- - ;; 
I No / s Cies •• · •· •·· I denti < · ··· ·· ··· Alias · : Points 
I. 1 S viminalis 78183 183 -+-J4_S~==-= 
I , ---- -- -: -

11 2 S. viminalis 78021 1 21 112 
iL-- 3 S viminalis _L_ E7888 ~----~om_~r_o __ __ -~ ~ --- l-OS --

I
L 4 S. alba 77803 ---i-- 803 _____ _ ._ __ .. _ _ _(?_~ __ 
~-· 5 S viminalis 78112~ ___ __.lll ____ _ i ____ 59 _ _ _ 1 

If- 6 S viminalis 78195 ____ 1 ____ . ___ 19..~ -- ·- t 53 

11 7 S. burjatica 78044 -+----__11 ______ 2, _ 49 

~ 8 S burj atica 81090 ,, __ - ·--- ~__l O_Q_ 4 7 
1: 9 S. viminalis 77801 801 45 
~ +----- ------ - .. 

Ir- 10 S viminalis 78101 j_ _____ J 01._ _____ i 41 
!~ 11 S viminalis 79036 __ · _______ ]_6 _____ . I 40 

11 12 S. bu ·atica 77075 75 t ___ ) _9_ . _ 

i.1.- ____ lJ ____ _;_ __ _S_._Q,l,dij_atig_;_ __ 1819§_ __ ) ___ __1_96 . ; 34 

1, 14 S bu · atica 1 79097 _J_ _ _i1;D l ___ .L _ _3_4 __ 
L 15 1 S. viminalis 77683 j_ __ 683 ___ j_ 34 

Ii 16 
1 

S. viminalis E7901 79QJ_ ___ , __ ____ n . 
~ 17 I S. v~m~nal~s I 78198 i 198 .J. _) _3 ____ __ 

4 

~-- -- --J~ ____ _;__S., ,_y11J!J_l}_~h-~ -l- __ _]8Q_!l_, __ ;. 13 27 

r- ~r-~:;:!~t:r-~~~Hr---s!~~2 -~---- ~: 
~ 21 1 S. viminalis I 79050 ~· __ liQ_~ ... - -- i 24 

22 S. viminalis 79026 1 
_ ____ _1_6 _ _ __ . 21 

r---~ ~~- __ L~~~~-l ~~;:~ -- ~ ... -~~ . : ~ 
~ 25 I S. v1mmahs i 80051___+ ___ ___ 2_]__ .. 13 
~ 26 I S. viminalis ! Hanna ! 821624 , 13 

IJ 27 i s_ v~m~nal~s l 80072 _j __ GJ?io2~· 
1 

12 
!; 28 1 Sv1mmahs 1 Lisa : 81110 12 r----- -- ----t - - .- _- :-,-. ------- ---,-· - _ .. _____ - _ .. 
tr- -_ ----~.2.- ___ --+-L v1r:rr!Dah_s_-t _ 78JlQ. __ ___ L __ . J 1 & 
L_ 30 I S. viminalis i 79004 4 

11 
11 
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The list of recommendable clones is not an unexpected one, as the best 
clones have been frequently rated high in various trials . The recommended 
clones for practical applications in southern Finland, in comparable conditions 
to Finland, are: 

Salix viminalis 78183 
Salix viminalis 7802 1 
Salix viminalis E7888 
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Lessons learned 

In order to start practical coppice willow forestry on arable lands in Finland, 
the lessons learned in the Koppamas trials in 1983-1993, are the following . 

1. The Swedish method of coppice willow forestry is fully applicable also in 
Finland, in comparable agroclimatic and agricultural conditions. 

2. Salix viminalis clones imported from Sweden can also be used in Finland, 
in similar agroclimatic conditions. 

3. There are considerable yield differences between different coppice willow 
clones. Any Salix vimina/is or Salix burjatica cannot be recommended for 
practical coppice willow husbandry. 

4. The recommendable Salix viminalis clones for southern Finland are the 
Swedish 78183 and 78021 and the Finnish .E7888 Somero. Provisional north
ern line of cultivation for them is the zone from the town of Lappeenranta to 
town of Pori. 

5. Salix burjatica clones are productive, but susceptible to leaf rust The crop 
certainty of Salix burjatica is still so low that this species cannot yet be 
recommended for practical applications 

6. Coppice willow forestry is based on careful preparation of the field blocks 
beforehand, dutyful weeding, and high standard of management throughout 
the whole rotation cycle. Coppice willow forest should not be left on minimum 
management, as is the standard with single stem forestry . 

7. As compared to other agricultural crops, the management requirements of 
sugar beet husbandry are nearest to coppice willow husbandry Especially this 
is the case with preliminary weeding and the weeding after stand establishment. 
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8. The stand should always be harvested after the first growing season This 
is to allow reasonable coppicing 

9. The importance of high stem number and fully stocked stands is always to 
be stressed. They are the abundant coppices which make the coppice willow 
forest productive, not separarate long rods 

l 0 When high standard of management is applied to coppice willow forestry, 
the growth and yield results are spectaculous. With selected clones the mean 
annual growth level of 35-40 m3 /ha/a is within reach - 10 times higher than 
the national average of stem wood production in the Finnish forests 
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